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COFIDES, a company founded in 1988 
with public and private capital, engages in 
project financing for initiatives in develop-
ing or emerging countries that involve some 
type of Spanish interest. Its primary aim is 
to further the internationalization of Span-
ish enterprise while contributing to the eco-
nomic development of such countries.

At present, the company’s financing capacity comes to 
nearly 930 million euros, enabling it to invest up to 25 mil-
lion euros per project, in principle. As a vehicle for Spanish 
governmental policy, COFIDES manages State investment 
funds designed to further internationalization and support 
projects that involve Spanish interests (Fund for Foreign 
Investment, FIEX, and Fund for SME Foreign Investment 
Operations, FONPYME). Furthermore, COFIDES mobilizes 
resources made available by multilateral financial institu-
tions, thereby contributing to their financial returns. Build-
ing on this financial understructure, in the 19 years that it 
has been in business COFIDES has approved 473 invest-
ment projects in 66 countries, for a total commitment of 
over 1.25 billion euros.

The additionality afforded by COFIDES to the projects it 
backs is a result of the versatility of its fairly unique brand of 
financial support. The company provides funding adapted 
to investors’ and sponsors’ needs, case-by-case. This often 
translates into capital holdings and instruments very simi-
lar to investment capital that fortify project solvency and 
facilitate leveraging. In COFIDES, investors have a tempo-
rary partner that refrains from intervening in day-to-day 
project management but whose support enables them to 
save some of their resources for other investments. Such 
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formulas are optimal in capital-intensive projects or for 
companies in high growth phases. 

In conjunction with sponsors, COFIDES also studies the 
most suitable financial profile for their projects and designs 
the respective quasi-equity or debt products – subordinat-
ed or convertible loans or loans linked to business develop-
ment, along with ordinary loans, generally with long matu-
rity dates and grace periods. In all cases, COFIDES assumes 
risks primarily in the crucial phases of a project and adopts 
the role of a financier that supports its clients’ international 
expansion, viewed as a whole. The result has been strong 
customer loyalty, on the order of 35-40% in recent years.

In the present context of crisis and financial constraints, 
COFIDES is even more committed to supporting the inter-
nationalization strategies of Spanish enterprise geared to 
the implementation of foreign investment endeavours.

The company offers more than mere financial backing. In-
deed, it also provides potential institutional support for in-
vestments, a significant factor in areas where country risk 
is high. In addition, its experience in the design of foreign 
investment leads to greater precision in project definition 
at the corporate and economic levels.

COFIDES’ branch offices at Barcelona and Mexico, D.F. fur-
nish counsel in the pre-investment stages with respect to 
questions such as ideal location, local partners or the leg-
islative framework in place in the host country. Company 
services also include information on the environmental 
legislation applicable to each project and the measures 
to be taken to comply with such regulations, along with 
the possibility of financing any necessary adaptations. 
COFIDES conducts a thorough environmental and social 
analysis of all the projects it supports.

The investments eligible for COFIDES support cover a wide 
range of industries and company sizes, from franchises and 
industrial plants, including hotel chains and retail networks, 
to investment in intangible assets requiring medium- or 
long-term financing.

To attain its present position and consolidate its competitive 
advantage, COFIDES has assembled a staff of profession-
als with expertise in international investment analysis and 
structuring who render their services in a culture of maxi-
mum quality.

With its capacity to provide financing under any caption of 
the balance sheet, together with its adaptability to spon-
sors’ financial needs, appetite for risk, customer loyalty 
and professional specialization, COFIDES is in a position 
to maintain and consolidate its status as the benchmark 
financier for internationalizing Spanish enterprise and the 
country’s economy.

Lastly, COFIDES has undertaken an ambitious commitment 
in domains such as the environment and Corporate Social 

Responsibility. Its conclusion of international agreements 
in this area and the establishment of external and inter-
nal mechanisms for evaluating the projects financed by 
the company ensure compliance with legal provisions on 
project environmental and social impact, as well as good 
governance.
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cast a clear vote of confidence in recovery of world-wide 
demand in the years to come. The objective is for our com-
panies to gain a position among the world majors when the 
crisis is over. 

In the renewable energies industry, an area pioneered by 
Spanish enterprise, COFIDES financed its first projects in 
the United States and India for biofuel production, photo-
voltaic panel manufacture and wind farm construction. In 
the infrastructure franchise industry, funding was provided 
for a project in India to be implemented by one of Spain’s 
leading firms.

In addition, two operations with private equity funds were 
formalized in Latin America in 2009. While this type of 
transaction is still marginal to COFIDES’s business, ac-
counting for only 1.2% of the total portfolio, the intention 
is to continue to undertake new projects, which will none-
theless subject to very selective criteria.

Backing for the internationalization of Spanish enterprise 
has gone hand-in-hand with a firm commitment to the 
support for development. In 2009 we reconfirmed our en-
gagement with Sub-Saharan, Caribbean and Pacific coun-
tries through participation in European Financing Partners, 
which translated into a 20 million-euro increase in the Fund 
for Foreign Investment’s (FIEX) contribution to the mecha-
nism. I for one am fully persuaded that private sector devel-
opment in these countries, through the support for viable 
business projects, is the optimal formula for contributing to 
a substantial improvement in their population’s standard of 
living.

In the area of Corporate Social Responsibility, one of the 
year’s highlights was the execution of a declaration on 
Principles on Responsible Financing by the EDFI (Europe-
an Development Finance Institutions) members, COFIDES 
among them. The declaration aims to harmonize the poli-
cies on respect for human rights and environmental sus-
tainability within the international development finance 
community. 

With respect to the company’s own accounts, the financial 
statements for 2009 reflect an operating profit of 3.44 mil-
lion euros and an EBITDA of 6.86 million euros, up 37% from 
2008. These results incorporate a new, highly conservative, 
reappraisal policy designed to ensure the medium-term 
stability of COFIDES’s earnings and the value of the Funds 
it manages in the coming years. In this regard, Standard & 
Poor’s latest report ratified the agency’s credit rating for 
COFIDES (A+/Stable/A-1) and its favourable forecast for 
the company’s future.

In conclusion, I wish to congratulate all our client companies 
for continuing to create wealth in our country and the rest 
of the world despite the very difficult conditions prevailing 
in 2009. To them COFIDES’s entire team of professionals 
will continue to devote its efforts, under the conviction that 

Last year’s difficult domestic scenario has 
made the internationalization of Spanish 
enterprise even more important, if possi-
ble, than it was before the crisis. In a con-
text characterized by tightened credit ac-
cessibility, COFIDES intensified its activity, 
providing countercyclical financial support 
for Spanish companies.

As a result, despite the sharp decline in direct investment 
outflows, COFIDES broke historic records both in terms of 
the value of its approvals, which came to 202 million euros, 
and its formalizations, which totalled 139 million. The com-
pany’s portfolio grew by 16% to 452 million euros. 

While COFIDES’s portfolio has tended to accurately mirror 
the difficulties with which Spanish companies have had to 
deal, it has ultimately proven to be fairly resilient. The ex-
planation is that as a rule parent companies in Spain have 
been hit harder than their subsidiaries in emerging or 
developing countries. And the subsidiaries most heavily 
impacted have been the ones whose priority target is the 
Spanish market. In light of these realities, certain opera-
tional criteria that limited COFIDES’s joint venture capaci-
ties were implemented more flexibly in 2009 to attend to 
the pressing financing needs affecting Spanish companies, 
and SMEs in particular.

The most prominent industry in the company’s portfolio 
in 2009, accounting for 16% of the total, was automobile 
manufacturing. With its approval of many refinancing re-
quests during the year, as well as of applications for finan-
cing in countries such as Russia, China and Mexico, COFIDES 
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financing for internationalization should be a priority now 
more than ever.

I would likewise like to take this opportunity to congratu-
late COFIDES’s employees for their excellent perform-
ance throughout the target year and thank them for their 
dedication, professional attitude and engagement with the 
company.

Lastly, I wish to express my gratitude, yet another year, to 
our board and executive committee members. 

Remedios Romeo García
Chairwoman

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRWOMAN
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HIgHLIgHTS IN 2009

• A facility for investment in India was created, for a sum 
of 80 million euros.

• Projects were approved under the Fund for Foreign In-
vestment (FIEX) for the total annual 180 million euros 
available.

• Approval and formalization volumes reached all-time 
high values: 202.81 and 139.87 million euros, respec-
tively. 

• The investment portfolio under management rose to a 
record 540.14 million euros.

• An SME Action Plan was implemented, addressing spe-
cific measures to reinforce financing for SME-sponsored 
investment projects abroad.

• The FIEX broadened its geographic scope of action to 
include the EU-15 countries.

• COFIDES participated in the renewal of the Master In-
vestment Agreement that increased the resources 
committed to the European Financing Partners (EFP) 
facility, with a 20-million euro contribution to finance 
private sector investment in Africa, the Caribbean and 
the Pacific. Under these new arrangements, the EFP 
raised an additional 230 million euros.

• The Company and the other European Development 
Financing Institutions (EDFI) signed a declaration on 
Principles on Responsible Financing.

• COFIDES extended the maturity date of its Country Fa-
cilities to 2011 and renewed the sums allocated to each.

• The Company’s operating income amounted to 3.44 
million euros and its EBITDA to 6.86 million. 

Investment portfolio managed by 
COFIDES, 2006-2009
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MAP OF ACTIVITY
COFIDES
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PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS
UNDER COFIDES MANAgEMENT 
ON 31.12.2009

AFRICA       

COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

Algeria Energy BO&M solar thermal plant Solar Power Plant One Abener Energía X
Mauritius Services Preventive health at the workplace Careworks Africa EFP (IFU)   X
Kenya Energy Electric power generation Rabai Power EFP (PROPARCO)   X
Kenya Finance Micro-finance Equity Bank EFP (FMO)  X
Kenya Energy Geothermal power generation OrPower4 EFP (DEG)   X
Mali Textiles and footwear Tanning TAO Curtidos Corderroura  X
Morocco Agri-food Fruit and vegetable preserves Debbagh et Rodenas Conserverie Agroalimentaire Antonio Ródenas Meseguer  X
Morocco Textiles and footwear Textile production Interpunt Pulligan Internacional  X
Morocco Construction Real estate development: social housing Mixta Maroc Mixta África   X
Mozambique Services Private hospital Maputo Private Hospital EFP (DEG)   X
Regional Finance Investment project financing European Financing Partners EDFI-BEI X
Senegal Chemistry Cement production Les Cements du Sahel EFP (DEG)   X
Senegal Hostelry Hotel construction Baobab Investments Tegecovi  X
South Africa Transport infrastructure Toll motorway Bakwena Platinum Corridor Consortium Dragados y Construcciones X
Tanzania Services Air line Precision Air Services EFP (FINNFUND)  X
Tanzania Telecommunications Mobile telephony operator Millicom EFP (PROPARCO)  X
Zambia Agri-food Production and distribution of food staples Zambeef Products EFP (DEG)   X

LATIN AMERICA       
COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

Argentina Capital goods Machinery for the food industry Frigoríficos Doina Grupo Fibosa   X
Argentina Chemistry Plastic packaging EDP-Míguez EDP  X
Argentina Automobile Large-scale press-forming Gestamp Argentina Gestamp  X
Argentina Leisure DVD recording and sale Ediciones Folio Argentina Ediciones Folio   X
Argentina Agri-food Cuttlefish fishery Vieira Argentina Grupo Vieira  X
Argentina Hostelry Tourism and hotels La Sireneuse Mareire Consulting  X
Argentina Finance Venture capital for local SMEs PYMAR Fund. Empresa y Crecimiento X
Brazil Tourism Hotel construction and operation Alagamar Empreendimentos Turisticos Grupo Sehrs  X
Brazil Leisure Cineplex Cinebox do Brazil Cineocio Desarrollo X
Brazil Metal working Plumbing and drainage material Genebre do Brazil Genebre   X
Brazil Capital goods Irrigation systems Azud do Brazil Sistema Azud  X
Brazil Energy Electric power transmission line ATE Transmisora do energía Abengoa X 
Brazil Environment Waste management Ros Roca Brazil Ros Roca Group  X
Brazil Environment Electric power generation Ventos do Sul Energía Elecnor  X
Brazil Energy Electric power generation Guascor do Brasil Guascor  X
Chile Agri-food Salmon fish farm Pescachile Pescanova  X
Chile Chemistry Varnish and paint Barpimo Chile Barpimo  X
Chile Mining and quarrying Marble quarrying Rocas Chile Mármoles San Marino  X
Chile Transport infrastructure Toll motorway Americo Vespucio Norte Dragados y Construcciones X X
Chile Agri-food Mussel processing Blue Shell Mascato  X
Chile Agri-food Preserves Inmuebles Cataluña Conservas Dani  X X
Chile Services Chemical analyses Agriquem América Labs&Technological Holding Solea  X
Mexico Textiles and footwear Sports clothing Lorpen Mexico Industrias Savidai  X
Mexico Capital goods Machinery for livestock Gashor Equipos de Panificación Equipos de Panificación  X
Mexico Transport infrastructure Toll motorway CONMEX OHL Concesiones X
Mexico Capital goods Irrigation systems Siberline Mexico Siberline  X
Mexico Tourism Hotel construction and operation Newco Mexico Occidental Hoteles X
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PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS
UNDER COFIDES MANAgEMENT 
ON 31.12.2009

LATIN AMERICA [CONT.]       

COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

Mexico Automobile Large-scale press-forming Gestamp Cartera de Mexico Gestamp X
Mexico Automobile Large-scale press-forming Gestamp Cartera de Mexico Toluca Gestamp X
Mexico Electronics Valves for barbeque grills Copreci de Mexico Copreci  X
Mexico Environment Waste water treatment ADESA AREMA  X
Mexico Hostelry Hotel construction and operation OHCM OHL X
Mexico Consumer electronics Vitroceramic hobs Eika Mexico Eika  X
Mexico Metal working Bridge cranes Equipos de elevación y mantenimiento Industrias Electromecánicas GH  X
Mexico Telecommunications Antenna manufacture RYMSA de Mexico Radiación y Microondas   X
Mexico Consumer electronics Lamp manufacture TM Industrial J. Feliu de la Penya   X
Mexico Automobile Automobile tooling Auxim de Mexico  Auxim  X
Mexico Chemistry Plastic packaging and applicator manufacture Menshen Mexicana  Menshen Iber    X
Mexico Automobile Automobile components Tapsa de CV Bravo Enterprises    X
Mexico Services Textile logistics warehouse Logisfashion Mexico  Logisfashion    X
Mexico Environment Industrial waste management Sistemas Desarrollo Sustentables  Befesa Medio Ambiente  X 
Mexico Electronics Measuring and electrical instrument manufacture Arteche Mexico  Arteche Lantegi Elkartea    X
Mexico Transport infrastructure Road construction and operation Concesionaria Mexico Aldesa Construciones  X 
Mexico Telecommunications Information technologies Dominion Mexico Global Dominion Access  X 
Mexico Metal working Steel component manufacture Aernnova Componentes Aeronaúticos de Mexico Aernnova Aerospace  X 
Mexico Metal working Steel component man. Aernnova Estructuras Aeronaúticas de Mexico  Aernnova Aerospace  X
Mexico Metal working Steel component man. Aernnova Composites Aeronaúticos de Mexico  Aernnova Aerospace  X
Mexico Services Library software Baratz México  Baratz   X
Peru Agri-food Scallop aquiculture Vieira Perú Grupo Vieira  X
Regional  Finance Private equity fund for L.A. SMEs Aureos Latin American Fund Aureos Latin American Managers X 
Uruguay Capital goods Machinery for the food industry Fibosa Hispania Grupo Fibosa  X

ASIA AND OCEANIA          
COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

Australia Chemistry Instruments for blood tests Woolloomooloo  Grifols  X
China Agri-food Mushroom growing Ayecué Liaocheng Foodstuff  Ayecué    X
China Capital goods Lift components Shouzhou Savera Shangwu Elevator Perfiles Especiales Selak    X
China Chemistry Thermoplastic injection Suzhou Giravi JST Plastic 1 Giravi    X
China Electronics Electrical induction components Premo China Premo    X
China Consumer electronics IT hardware repair Compuspar China Compuspar    X
China Textiles and footwear Elastic fibre manufacture Dogi China Dogi   X 
China Environment Photovoltaic panels Isofotón Beijing Isofotón    X
China Metal working Plumbing valve distribution Genebre Ningbo Plumbing  Genebre    X
China Textiles and footwear Industrial textile manufacture Relats Insulation Material  Relats    X
China Chemistry Active ingredient manufacture Esteve Huayi Pharma Esteve Química   X
China Extractive industry Natural stone transf. and sales Tino China Tino Stone Group   X 
China Electronics Electrical transformers Arteche DYH Arteche Lantegi Elkartea    X
China Automobile Automobile component man. Nantong Daojia Parts  Doga    X
China Automobile Automobile component man. Dongguan Facomsa Motorcycle Components Manufacture  Facomsa  X 
China Automobile Large-scale press-forming Gestamp Autocomponents Kungshan  Gestamp Automoción X  
India Automobile Vehicle lights equipment Rinder India  Rinder Industrial    X
India Transport infrastructure Road construction and operation Soma Isolux NH1 Tollway  Grupo Isolux Corsán   X 
India Textiles and footwear Long fibre spinning Hindesa Yarns  Hilaturas Miel  X 
Thailand Chemistry Organic lenses Indelor Lens Thailand  Indo Internacional  X  X
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LATIN AMERICA [CONT.]       
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Mexico Automobile Automobile components Tapsa de CV Bravo Enterprises    X
Mexico Services Textile logistics warehouse Logisfashion Mexico  Logisfashion    X
Mexico Environment Industrial waste management Sistemas Desarrollo Sustentables  Befesa Medio Ambiente  X 
Mexico Electronics Measuring and electrical instrument manufacture Arteche Mexico  Arteche Lantegi Elkartea    X
Mexico Transport infrastructure Road construction and operation Concesionaria Mexico Aldesa Construciones  X 
Mexico Telecommunications Information technologies Dominion Mexico Global Dominion Access  X 
Mexico Metal working Steel component manufacture Aernnova Componentes Aeronaúticos de Mexico Aernnova Aerospace  X 
Mexico Metal working Steel component man. Aernnova Estructuras Aeronaúticas de Mexico  Aernnova Aerospace  X
Mexico Metal working Steel component man. Aernnova Composites Aeronaúticos de Mexico  Aernnova Aerospace  X
Mexico Services Library software Baratz México  Baratz   X
Peru Agri-food Scallop aquiculture Vieira Perú Grupo Vieira  X
Regional  Finance Private equity fund for L.A. SMEs Aureos Latin American Fund Aureos Latin American Managers X 
Uruguay Capital goods Machinery for the food industry Fibosa Hispania Grupo Fibosa  X

ASIA AND OCEANIA          
COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

Australia Chemistry Instruments for blood tests Woolloomooloo  Grifols  X
China Agri-food Mushroom growing Ayecué Liaocheng Foodstuff  Ayecué    X
China Capital goods Lift components Shouzhou Savera Shangwu Elevator Perfiles Especiales Selak    X
China Chemistry Thermoplastic injection Suzhou Giravi JST Plastic 1 Giravi    X
China Electronics Electrical induction components Premo China Premo    X
China Consumer electronics IT hardware repair Compuspar China Compuspar    X
China Textiles and footwear Elastic fibre manufacture Dogi China Dogi   X 
China Environment Photovoltaic panels Isofotón Beijing Isofotón    X
China Metal working Plumbing valve distribution Genebre Ningbo Plumbing  Genebre    X
China Textiles and footwear Industrial textile manufacture Relats Insulation Material  Relats    X
China Chemistry Active ingredient manufacture Esteve Huayi Pharma Esteve Química   X
China Extractive industry Natural stone transf. and sales Tino China Tino Stone Group   X 
China Electronics Electrical transformers Arteche DYH Arteche Lantegi Elkartea    X
China Automobile Automobile component man. Nantong Daojia Parts  Doga    X
China Automobile Automobile component man. Dongguan Facomsa Motorcycle Components Manufacture  Facomsa  X 
China Automobile Large-scale press-forming Gestamp Autocomponents Kungshan  Gestamp Automoción X  
India Automobile Vehicle lights equipment Rinder India  Rinder Industrial    X
India Transport infrastructure Road construction and operation Soma Isolux NH1 Tollway  Grupo Isolux Corsán   X 
India Textiles and footwear Long fibre spinning Hindesa Yarns  Hilaturas Miel  X 
Thailand Chemistry Organic lenses Indelor Lens Thailand  Indo Internacional  X  X
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PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS
UNDER COFIDES MANAgEMENT 
ON 31.12.2009

EASTERN EUROPE, MIDDLE
EAST AND CIS       

COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

Belarus Agri-food Meat Belis Aruni-2   X
Czech Rep. Automobile Automobile components CIE Plasty CIE Automotive   X
Czech Rep. Construction Construction materials ZPSV Uhersky Ostroh Grupo OHL  X 
Czech Rep. Metal working Stainless steel Mikra Metal Aceros Bergara  X 
Czech Rep. Agri-food Fodder Dibaq Dibaq Diproteg  X X
Hungary Capital goods Automobile components Fersinth KFT Metasint   X
Jordan Agri-food Vegetable oil Borges Middle East Aceites Borges Pont   X
Kazakhstan Construction Civil works explosives UEE Kazajstán Maxam (UEE)   X
Poland Iron & steel manufacture Forging CELSA Polska Grupo Celsa  X 
Poland Construction Bridge cranes Intertech Polska  Industrias Electromecánicas GH  X 
Poland Automobile Automobile components Teknia Polska  Teknia Manufacturing Group  X 
Poland Automobile Automobile components Ficomirrors Polska Ficosa International  X 
Poland Automobile Automobile components Sic Lazaro Polska Sic Lázaro  X 
Poland Chemistry Plastic and rubber parts for automobiles Plásticos Durex Poland Plásticos Durex  X 
Poland Metal working Lighting product manufacture Aga Light J. Feliu de la Penya X  
Romania Electronics Outdoor and underground cabinets Casbar Romania Casbar Tecnología Industrial  X 
Romania Iron & steel manufacture Body work and press-forming CSC Transmetal Consuegra  X X 
Romania Iron & steel manufacture Steel service centre Bamesa Otel Bamesa Aceros   X 
Romania Automobile Automobile components GJM Components GJM Components   X 
Romania Automobile Tools for automobile glass production Utilar Divers Utilar Iberia   X 
Russia Construction Civil works explosives UEE Siberia Maxam (UEE)   X
Russia Agri-food Olive oil and olive sales ITLV Corporación Borges   X
Russia Agri-food Spirits RISP ARPOSA   X
Russia Automobile Component press-forming Gestamp Severstal Kaluga y S.Petersburgo Gestamp X  
Slovakia Automobile Plastic components Precision Process Technology Slovakia S.R.O. Precision Process Technology  X 
Slovenia Others Prefabricated mobile homes Sun Roller Adriatik Sun Roller   X
Turkey Electronics Valves for barbeque grills Copreci Turquía Copreci    X
UAE Chemistry Plastic materials manufacture Atarfil Middle East Fze Atarfil  X 

NORTH AMERICA AND 
WESTERN EUROPE       
COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

France Iron and steel manufacture Cylinder tooling Atelier de Cylindres de Seremange SSC  X 
Italy Trade Toy production and distribution Eureka Kids Italia Damerik  X 
Netherlands Finance Exchange rate hedging derivatives TCX FMO Holanda X  
United Kingdom Automobile Wire insulation Relats UK Relats  X 
United Kingdom Hostelry Youthhostel management Equity Point UK Equity Point Holding Empresarial  X 
USA Services Engineering consultants AEC Engineering IDOM  X 
USA Chemistry Plasma centres Biomat USA Grifols  X 
USA Environment Industrial waste management Tradebe Environmental Services Grupo Tradebe Medioambiente X  
USA Energy Ethanol production AB of Illinois & AB of Indiana Abengoa Bioenergía X  
USA Chemistry Research and biotechnology Progenika USA Progenika Biopharma  X  
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EASTERN EUROPE, MIDDLE
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COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN
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Czech Rep. Construction Construction materials ZPSV Uhersky Ostroh Grupo OHL  X 
Czech Rep. Metal working Stainless steel Mikra Metal Aceros Bergara  X 
Czech Rep. Agri-food Fodder Dibaq Dibaq Diproteg  X X
Hungary Capital goods Automobile components Fersinth KFT Metasint   X
Jordan Agri-food Vegetable oil Borges Middle East Aceites Borges Pont   X
Kazakhstan Construction Civil works explosives UEE Kazajstán Maxam (UEE)   X
Poland Iron & steel manufacture Forging CELSA Polska Grupo Celsa  X 
Poland Construction Bridge cranes Intertech Polska  Industrias Electromecánicas GH  X 
Poland Automobile Automobile components Teknia Polska  Teknia Manufacturing Group  X 
Poland Automobile Automobile components Ficomirrors Polska Ficosa International  X 
Poland Automobile Automobile components Sic Lazaro Polska Sic Lázaro  X 
Poland Chemistry Plastic and rubber parts for automobiles Plásticos Durex Poland Plásticos Durex  X 
Poland Metal working Lighting product manufacture Aga Light J. Feliu de la Penya X  
Romania Electronics Outdoor and underground cabinets Casbar Romania Casbar Tecnología Industrial  X 
Romania Iron & steel manufacture Body work and press-forming CSC Transmetal Consuegra  X X 
Romania Iron & steel manufacture Steel service centre Bamesa Otel Bamesa Aceros   X 
Romania Automobile Automobile components GJM Components GJM Components   X 
Romania Automobile Tools for automobile glass production Utilar Divers Utilar Iberia   X 
Russia Construction Civil works explosives UEE Siberia Maxam (UEE)   X
Russia Agri-food Olive oil and olive sales ITLV Corporación Borges   X
Russia Agri-food Spirits RISP ARPOSA   X
Russia Automobile Component press-forming Gestamp Severstal Kaluga y S.Petersburgo Gestamp X  
Slovakia Automobile Plastic components Precision Process Technology Slovakia S.R.O. Precision Process Technology  X 
Slovenia Others Prefabricated mobile homes Sun Roller Adriatik Sun Roller   X
Turkey Electronics Valves for barbeque grills Copreci Turquía Copreci    X
UAE Chemistry Plastic materials manufacture Atarfil Middle East Fze Atarfil  X 

NORTH AMERICA AND 
WESTERN EUROPE       
COUNTRY  INDUSTRY BUSINESS PROJECT COMPANY SPONSOR EQUITY QUASI-EQUITY LOAN

France Iron and steel manufacture Cylinder tooling Atelier de Cylindres de Seremange SSC  X 
Italy Trade Toy production and distribution Eureka Kids Italia Damerik  X 
Netherlands Finance Exchange rate hedging derivatives TCX FMO Holanda X  
United Kingdom Automobile Wire insulation Relats UK Relats  X 
United Kingdom Hostelry Youthhostel management Equity Point UK Equity Point Holding Empresarial  X 
USA Services Engineering consultants AEC Engineering IDOM  X 
USA Chemistry Plasma centres Biomat USA Grifols  X 
USA Environment Industrial waste management Tradebe Environmental Services Grupo Tradebe Medioambiente X  
USA Energy Ethanol production AB of Illinois & AB of Indiana Abengoa Bioenergía X  
USA Chemistry Research and biotechnology Progenika USA Progenika Biopharma  X  
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The general forecast for power consump-
tion in the United States envisages a re-
duction in the share of liquid and oil-based 
fuel and a concomitant increase in the use 
of renewable energy. This will be com-
pounded by the necessary technological 
restructuring of the automobile industry 
in the United States, which will necessarily 
have to increase the mileage delivered by 
its engines. Moreover, questions such as 
the USA’s high energy dependence, the ex-
isting limits to proven oil reserves and the 
present cost of extraction have driven the 
introduction of policies furthering the de-
velopment of biofuel in general and etha-
nol in particular.

Abengoa Bioenergía, the Abengoa Group renewable ener-
gies subsidiary, produces and develops biofuel, bioetha-
nol and biodiesel from sugar-rich (cereals, sugar beet and 
cane) and oilseed (soya, sunflower and Jatropha) plants. 
The company has undertaken a new investment project in 
the United States, calling for the construction and opera-
tion of two corn-based bioethanol production plants. Each 
plant has a yearly output capacity of 88 million gallons (333 
million litres). The two plants, named Abengoa Bioenergy 
of Indiana and Abengoa Bioenergy of Illinois, will be sited 
on the banks of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, respec-
tively, with ready access to nearly the entire eastern half of 
the country.

The total investment in this project comes to 400 million 
euros, 62% of which will be financed by equity capital and 
the remaining 38% by debt. With an equity holding of 30.6 

Abengoa Bioenergía, S.A.SPONSOR

Bioethanol productionBUSINESS

BiofuelINDUSTRY

EquityPRODUCT

over 400 million eurosTOTAL INVESTMENT

FIEXDRAWN FROM
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million euros, purchased with funds drawn from the Fund 
for Foreign Investment (FIEX), the Compañía Española 
de Financiación del Desarrollo, COFIDES, S.A., will have a 
minority share of around 10% when the project is up and 
running. 

In addition to these two new facilities, Abengoa has four 
other ethanol plants in operation in the USA, where it is the 
fifth largest producer. The choice of the United States as 
the target for new investments is justified both by Aben-
goa’s experience and the country’s present political and 
legislative climate, favourable to biofuel production. 

Bioenergy has been the Abengoa Group’s highest growth 
area in recent years and biofuel is expected to account for 
a growing share of group business in the years to come. In 
keeping with the US Department of Energy and the Span-
ish Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade policy and the 
European Union’s 5th Framework Programme, Abengoa 
is placing its stakes on new technologies and advancing 
firmly in the commercialization of cellulose-based ethanol 
technology. At this time, Abengoa is present in the three 
major biofuel industry markets: USA, Brazil and Europe. 
Forty per cent of Abengoa Bioenergía’s bioethanol produc-
tion capacity is presently located in the United States.

COFIDES’s support for Abengoa and its commitment to 
bioenergy is justified by the fact that biofuel is regarded 
to be the best alternative to reduce the environmental im-
pact of the transport industry, one of the main sources of 
polluting emissions. Renewables also constitute an effec-
tive means of reducing the dependence on oil-producing 
countries and contributing to the sustainability of rural 
populations, which will be directly involved in both the 

production of prime materials and the development of 
processing industries.
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Aernnova Aerospace, S.A.U.SPONSOR

Aeronautical industry componentsBUSINESS

AeronauticsINDUSTRY

Joint venture loan to the project companyPRODUCT

27 million dollarsTOTAL INVESTMENT

FIEXDRAWN FROM

As FIEX fund manager, the Compañía Española de Finan-
ciación del Desarrollo, COFIDES, S.A., participated in the 
financing for this new operation in Mexico with a 17.4 mil-
lion-dollar joint venture loan granted to the AERNNOVA 
Group. This loan covers 65% of the project’s non-current 
asset needs in 2009-2011. 

By providing over 65 million dollars’ worth of financing for 
AERNNOVA’s three Mexican projects, COFIDES has lent in-
strumental support to the group’s international strategy 
and its choice of Mexico as the primary platform for its in-
ternational production. Mexico has enormous potential in 
the aeronautics industry due essentially to its proximity to 
the United States, home to several aircraft manufacturing 
majors. In addition to the country’s competitive cost struc-
tures, AERNNOVA has benefited from federal government 
and Querétaro state initiatives to favour the development 
of the aeronautics industry.

Mexico is a priority market for Spain and the target of a 
Comprehensive Market Development Plan designed by the 
Secretary of State for Trade. The strategic lines of this plan 
include the encouragement of business in industries with a 
high technological content, the reinforcement of Spanish 
enterprise in Mexico and the support for investment in that 
country. Similarly, in 2007 the Ministry of Industry, Tour-
ism and Trade presented its Strategic Plan for the Spanish 
Aeronautics Industry 2008-2016, one of whose objectives 
is to enhance the aeronautic industry’s presence in high 
added value activities and products. Consequently, in ad-
dition to financing the expansion of Spanish companies 
with international ambitions such as AERNNOVA, COFIDES 
and the funds it manages contribute to attaining a number 

Composite materials are acquiring an in-
creasingly prominent presence in the 
aeronautics industry. Made of carbon fi-
bre-reinforced resins, these materials are 
characterized by light weight, strength and 
corrosion-resistance. Hence the increase 
in the demand in the aeronautical industry 
over the last few years. 

AERNNOVA Group, a world benchmark and TIER-1 sup-
plier to the aircraft manufacturing majors (Airbus, Boe-
ing, Embraer and Bombardier), has three composite 
plants in Spain. After the agreements concluded by the 
group and Airbus in 2008, AERNNOVA decided to build 
and commission a production plant in Mexico to manu-
facture components made of composite materials. This 
new plant will cover an area of 19,000 m2 in the Mexican 
state of Querétaro. It will be the group’s third produc-
tion plant in that country. In 2007, AERNNOVA commis-
sioned its first two Mexican plants, one engaging in the 
manufacture of aeronautical components and the other 
in the assembly of aeronautical structures. Both received 
COFIDES financing, with resources drawn from the Fund 
for Foreign Investment (FIEX).

From the social and economic standpoints, the many 
benefits deriving from AERNNOVA’s Mexican invest-
ments include the generation of a total of over 750 new 
direct jobs. Staff training is a key to project success, 
given the high specialization required in this industry. It 
also ensures technology and know-how transfer to the 
Mexican production plants, whose business supplements 
AERNNOVA parent activities in Spain. 

AERNNOVA COMPOSITES AERONÁUTICOS MÉXICO, S.A. DE C.V.

meXico
AMERICA
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of objectives defined by the central government to foster 
Spanish foreign trade and economic relations. COFIDES’s financial support for 

AERNNOVA in Mexico
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After gaining experience in Barcelona in the 
late nineteen nineties, initially with accom-
modations for groups and subsequently for 
FITs (Free Independent Travellers), in 2007 
Equity Point’s managers began to open 
youth hostels, their main line of business, 
outside Catalonia. The first stage in this 
process took the company to Madrid and 
from there to its first international venture, 
the management of a hostel in Marrakech, 
Morocco. 

Having identified a business opportunity and further to 
this expansion process, the Equity Point management 
team decided to undertake an investment project in Lon-
don, which has become the world’s leading tourist desti-
nation for young people, as well as an indispensable stop 
on many itineraries. 

The project in the United Kingdom, which called for an in-
vestment of over one million euros, consisted of operating 
a 400-bed youth hostel located in a central and well-con-
nected district in the capital city. The Compañía Española 
de Financiación del Desarrollo, COFIDES, granted a joint 
venture loan for over 500,000 euros to the Catalonian 
group’s subsidiary in the United Kingdom to finance this 
phase of its international development. The loan will be 
drawn from the Fund for SME Foreign Investment Opera-
tions (FONPYME), exclusively managed by COFIDES. 

Equity Point Holding Empresarial, S.L.SPONSOR

Youth hostelBUSINESS

HostelryINDUSTRY

Joint venture loan to the project companyPRODUCT

1.25 million eurosTOTAL INVESTMENT

FONPYMEDRAWN FROM

EQUITY POINT U.K. LTD.

United Kingdom
EUROPE



The youth hostel industry began to emerge in the nine-
teen eighties and underwent steady growth in the nine-
teen nineties in the wake of the growing popularity of 
travel among young people and the development of IT 
tools. According to World Tourism Organization figures, 
the industry now accounts for 22% of arrivals and 18% of 
tourist industry revenues world-wide.
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Esteve Química, S.A. y Quimifina, S.A.SPONSORS

Manufacture of active pharmaceutical ingredientsBUSINESS

Chemicals and PharmaceuticalsINDUSTRY

Ordinary loan to sponsorPRODUCT

39.4 million eurosTOTAL INVESTMENT

COFIDESDRAWN FROM

ed several prizes, including the Zhejiang Province New and 
High-Technology Enterprise, Foreign Investment Technologi-
cally Advanced Enterprise and Jinhua Well-Known Company.

To continue its expansion in China, ESTEVE Group decided 
to create a second joint venture with the same Chinese 
Gruop, also in Zhejiang province. Located 200 km south 
of Shangai, Zhejiang is home to a cluster of manufacturers 
of base products for the pharmaceutical industry. The new 
subsidiary, ESTEVE HUAYI PHARMACEUTICAL (EHP), will 
focus on the manufacture and sale of active ingredients for 
chemical-pharmaceutical products. 

The new project, with a total investment of nearly 40 mil-
lion euros, envisages the hire of 150 workers and has been 
awarded Key Project status by the Shaoxing authorities. 
COFIDES financed part of this project with a three million-
euro loan to ESTEVE QUÍMICA, thereby contributing to the 
ESTEVE Group’s strategy for expansion, penetration and 
competitive enhancement in China. It has also favoured the 
generation of positive effects on the local economy, includ-
ing the transfer of know-how and the creation of direct jobs 
in the Chinese chemical-pharmaceutical industry.
 
ESTEVE QUIMICA began to internationalize its business in 
1991 with the creation of SINTENOVO in the Mexican State 
of Juarez. Its plants in Spain, Mexico and China distribute 
their products to over 30 countries. 

China has become the world’s foremost 
foreign investment target. Nonetheless, up 
until very recently, its pharmaceutical mar-
ket was very small, globally speaking. With 
a view to attracting investment in the coun-
try’s pharmaceutical industry, the central 
government has undertaken a number 
of initiatives since China joined the WTO. 
These include the gradual liberalization of 
the legal constraints on foreign companies, 
along with the unification of the regulato-
ry system under the State Food and Drug 
Administration (SFDA), the authority that 
enforces certain practices and keeps the 
pharmaceutical products registry. In 2004, 
18 of the 20 largest multinational phar-
maceutical companies were present in the 
country, making drugs for both the domes-
tic market and for export to their subsidiar-
ies. Moreover, the Chinese pharmaceutical 
market, the eighth largest in the world in 
2006, is forecast to move up to fifth place in 
2010 and take the top spot in 2050.

In this context of sizeable growth and expansion opportu-
nities, in 2000 ESTEVE QUÍMICA established its first joint 
venture with the Chinese partner Huadong Medicine Group  
in Zhejiang province. ESTEVE QUÍMICA is a family firm 
founded in Barcelona in 1973 as part of GRUPO QUÍMICO-
FARMACÉUTICO ESTEVE. Its primary business is to develop 
processes and manufacture and sell active ingredients for 
inclusion in chemical-pharmaceutical products. ZHP, ES-
TEVE QUIMICA’s first Chinese subsidiary, is one of the most 
reputed companies in Zhejiang region and has been award-

ESTEVE HUAYI PHARMACEUTICAL CO. LTD.

cHina
ASIA
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the additional volume of business stemming from newly in-
stalled production capacity.

As FIEX fund manager, COFIDES took a 25 million-euro 
stake in GESTAMP’s Russian holding company to finance 
the Spanish firm’s establishment in that country. The 
project includes the construction and operation of two au-
tomobile component production plants, specifically in the 
industrial areas outside the cities of Kaluga and St Peters-
burg. Both plants will engage in body part press-forming 
and the St Petersburg facility will also have a welding di-
vision. The total investment in the two plants amounts to 
154.5 million euros. The project will have significant posi-
tive effects on local employment: 184 jobs at Kaluga and 
168 at St Petersburg.

This operation highlights the strategic importance of the 
FIEX and FONPYME funds as financing instruments for 
Spanish investment projects with internationalist ambi-
tions and consolidates their utility as economic policy tools 
to foster Spanish company competitiveness in key busi-
nesses such as the automobile industry. The GESTAMP 
Group began to expand internationally in 1999. It presently 
has 60 production plants, three R&D centres and 10 tech-
nical offices in 18 countries around the world. As FIEX fund 
manager, COFIDES has contributed to finance GESTAMP’s 
establishment in countries such as Argentina (2002), Mexi-
co (2004 and 2007), China (2009) and Russia (2009).

The automobile industry is presently under 
heavy strain with a downturn in production 
world-wide. As a result of the international 
financial crisis and economic recession, the 
demand for vehicles has slumped, espe-
cially in mature markets (NAFTA, Europe 
and Japan). It has nonetheless continued to 
grow in emerging countries such as China, 
India and Russia. 

Despite the present difficulties, the medium-term pros-
pects for the industry are promising. The recovery process 
will, however, entail internal restructuring. In addition to 
adjusting production capacity, consumers’ new demands 
must indispensably be met. The model mix is changing in 
vehicle sales. Smaller automobiles with narrower margins 
are taking larger shares of the market. OEMs (Original 
Equipment Manufacturers) are therefore obliged to create 
synergies, using common platforms and components for 
their brands and models to modify supply more swiftly and 
adapt more effectively to market demands.

To attain such synergies, the OEMs have begun to acquire 
a substantial presence in the markets with the highest 
growth prospects. One such market has developed in re-
cent years in Russia, where potential is still enormous in 
light of the country’s low density of vehicles per capita. The 
presence of international OEMs on the market has drawn 
automobile component suppliers into the country. This 
is the case of GESTAMP Group, one of the world’s leading 
TIER 1 automobile component suppliers, which has been 
awarded a series of contracts by international manufactur-
ers operating in Russia. In this context, the GESTAMP Group 
decided to locate two production plants there to attend to 

Gestamp Automoción, S.L.SPONSOR

Automobile component manufactureBUSINESS

AutomobileINDUSTRY

EquityPRODUCT

154.5 million eurosTOTAL INVESTMENT

FIEXDRAWN FROM
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Grupo Isolux Corsán, S.A.SPONSOR

Concession agreement for toll road enlargement, operation and maintenanceBUSINESS

Transport infrastructure INDUSTRY

Joint venture loan to a specific purpose company PRODUCT

645 million eurosTOTAL INVESTMENT

FIEXDRAWN FROM

of over 500 km. of service roads, as well as major and mi-
nor bridges, underpasses and flyovers. Motorway NH1 runs 
from Delhi to the Pakistani border, connecting large urban 
and industrial centres, including Panipat and Jalandhar, 
that form part of India’s north-south corridor. The enlarge-
ment of the motorway will contribute to stimulating the 
region’s economy, characterized by a strong primary sector, 
while also enhancing the growth potential of the corridor 
itself, which is flanked along its entire length by numerous 
industrial estates and tourist attractions. 

The project will, then, have a sizeable positive impact 
on development, with the creation of over 600 direct 
jobs. As the manager of the Fund for Foreign Investment 
(FIEX), COFIDES is financing part of the project under a 25 
million-euro joint venture loan granted to the ISOLUX-
CORSÁN Group.

The ISOLUX-CORSÁN Group, created in 2004, is Spain’s 
number one non-listed engineering, construction, manu-
facturing, franchise and service firm. Since the outset, it 
has been committed to projects that create local value. It 
presently operates in 34 countries. It leads the high voltage 
power transmission franchise market and pioneered the 
Indian market, where it is the first Spanish infrastructure 
company to be awarded an operating motorway. It has been 
pre-qualified to build some fifty other similar facilities in In-
dia. ISOLUX-CORSÁN also has two motorway franchises in 
Spain, two in Mexico and one in Brazil.

India’s road network is one of the largest 
in the world, extending along a total of 
3.32 million km. In a country where 80% 
of these thoroughfares are secondary and 
road carriage accounts for 85% of passen-
ger and 70% of freight traffic, the need to 
develop highway infrastructure is read-
ily visible. National motorways are the 
main arteries that connect economic re-
gions and areas in India. In 1999 the Indian 
Government began to reform its national 
motorways under the so-called National 
Highways Development Project (NHDP) 
with a view to improving transport infra-
structure and accommodating rapid traffic 
growth. The National Highways Author-
ity of India (NHAI) is responsible for im-
plementing this ambitious development 
plan, whose objectives include increasing 
the capacity, safety and efficiency of the 
present motorway network. 

Every year the NHAI sponsors different public-private 
partnering models to expand and modernize the network. 
As part of NHDP Phase V, in 2008 the consortium formed 
by the ISOLUX-CORSÁN Group (61%) and the Indian firm 
Soma Enterprise (39%) was awarded a 15-year franchise 
to build, operate, conserve and maintain the 291 km. 
stretch of motorway NH1 between the cities of Panipat 
and Jalandhar.

One of the primary objectives of the franchise is to enlarge 
the motorway from the present two lanes to three lanes in 
each direction. The project also envisages the construction 
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The amount of capital flowing into develop-
ing countries has been on the rise in recent 
years. The ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary As-
sembly has acknowledged that as a source 
of financing, these flows have now acquired 
a significance comparable to official devel-
opment assistance (ODA).

Incoming foreign direct investment (FDI) is regarded to be 
a stimulus for economic growth in developing countries. In 
addition to introducing resources and technologies into the 
production process, they enhance these countries’ foreign 
trade. They also further sustainable development in lo-
cal economies by generating employment and technology 
transfer, increasing productivity and promoting a more ef-
ficient use of resources. 

By financing viable private sector investment projects in 
developing and emerging countries, COFIDES and the oth-
er European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI) con-
tribute to the development of local economies both directly, 
with benefits stemming from the projects themselves, and 
indirectly, through the exponential effect of investment on 
the local community. 

Direct effects 

Development finance institutions (DFIs) help create new 
jobs with the projects financed. The EDFI member DFIs 
are estimated to have contributed to creating over 56,000 
direct jobs in a single year. The projects financed by these 
DFIs are now employing an estimated 300,000 or more 
workers at this time.

The projects financed by the EDFI member DFIs paid ap-
proximately 2,000 million euros in local taxes in developing 
countries in a single year. In addition, the goods and serv-
ices generated locally can be sold on both the domestic and 
export markets, replacing imports and thereby contributing 
to balance their external accounts by favouring foreign cur-
rency inflows rather than outflows. The projects financed by 
these DFIs also have a positive impact on local economies’ 
balance of payments, estimated to amount to around 4,300 
million euros yearly. These effects are particularly signifi-
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cant, for the DFIs operate in developing countries with bal-
ance of payments deficits whose governments often find it 
difficult to raise funds. These estimates are based on very 
conservative premises, for they take account of productive 
and infrastructure projects only, disregarding the effects 
generated by the financial sector. 

Indirect effects 

Projects financed by DFIs spawn wide-reaching benefits in 
the local community. DFIs generate nearly 1,389,000 indi-
rect jobs through project supply chains (relations with sup-
pliers) and subcontractors. To grow, a network of small and 
medium-sized companies needs to employ more and more 
skilled workers and managers, hired from among the local 
population. This need for skilled labour leads to more voca-
tional training for the local population, which in turn drives 
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endogenous growth in the country’s levels of education. A 
broader supply of goods and services on the market stimu-
lates competition and with it economic activity. When the 
goods produced are intended for distribution and sale on 
both the local and export markets, a need is created for im-
proved service networks and infrastructure (ports, airports, 
roads, customs...).

The EDFI member DFIs maintain that responsibly managed 
companies play an important role in long-term environ-
mental, social and economic development, in light of which 
in 2009 they signed a declaration on Principles on Respon-
sible Financing. This declaration enhances policy harmoni-
zation in the international development finance commu-
nity. The Principles essentially establish that respect for 
human rights and environmental sustainability are prereq-
uisites to all projects financed by these institutions.
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AUREOS LATIN AMERICA FUND

Aureos Capital is an international private equity fund focusing on investment in small and medi-
um-sized companies in African, Asian and Latin American emerging countries. Since 2001, Au-
reos has created 16 regional private equity funds, increasing the resources under management 
to 1,200 million dollars and acquiring a presence in 50 emerging countries. 

Aureos Capital, which has consolidated its leading position in managing funds investment that specialize in small and medi-
um-sized enterprise in emerging countries, sponsored the creation of the AUREOS LATIN AMERICA FUND. This private equity 
fund aims to take capital holdings in SMEs in Mexico, the Andean region (Peru and Colombia) and Central America. The fund’s 
present size is 184 million dollars and its investors include regional and international asset managers, pension funds, insur-
ance companies and development finance institutions. 

The fund specializes in short-term investments, with a mean transaction size of from six to ten million dollars, consisting pri-
marily of management buy-outs (MBOs) in SMEs with high growth potential and prospects for regional integration and in-
dustry consolidation. The fund targets industries such as value added services, consumer goods, logistics and distribution, 
retailing, health and education, tourism and entertainment, financial services and ICTs.

In 2009 COFIDES, as FIEX fund manager, took a five-million dollar holding in AUREOS LATIN AMERICA FUND. This sealed its 
participation in a project of interest for Spain, in light of the possible beneficiary companies and the positive impact on local 
development generated by AUREOS investment.

EUROPEAN FINANCING PARTNERS (EFP)

In the third European Financing Partners round held in 2009, COFIDES renewed its commitment 
to EFP, putting up an additional 20 million euros, drawn from the Fund for Foreign Investment 
(FIEX) to finance private investment projects in Africa, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries. 
EFP is an institution created by the European Investment Bank (EIB) and European bilateral fi-
nance development institutions to jointly finance productive private sector investment projects 
in ACP countries. EFP is a vehicle for mobilizing Cotonou Agreement Investment Facility funds.

The EFP initiative was created for the dual purpose of furthering sustainable development and 
the private sector in ACP countries, and of bolstering cooperation between European develop-

ment finance institutions and the EIB. Chartered as a corporation on 14 May 2004 in Luxembourg, EFP has since committed 
over 320 million euros to 27 projects implemented in 13 countries across a wide variety of industries (agri-food, financial 
services, communications, health, hostelry, construction, manufacturing, infrastructure, energy, air carriage).

By 31 December 2009, COFIDES had participated in the scheme with financing for 12 projects whose combined value amount-
ed to 8.24 million euros. The total investment in these 12 projects, which are estimated to have created nearly 1,500 jobs, 
amounted to over 700 million euros.
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PYMAR 

PYMAR is a venture capital 
fund that currently has 17 
million dollars to finance SME 
investments in Argentina via 
short-term equity holdings. 

The fund is designed to finance 
projects in Argentina by taking 
500,000- to 3,000,000-dollar 
stakes in fairly recent or start-
up SMEs engaging in indus-
tries with high growth poten-
tial (distinctive business in the 
food, biotechnology, tourism 

software, medical instruments and service industries and 
similar). 

PYMAR is sponsored by the Fundación Empresa y Creci-
miento. Created in Spain in February 2001, the foundation 
pursues economic and social development through the fur-
therance and creation of SMEs in developing countries. Its 
activities are geared essentially to Latin America, where it 
sponsors venture capital funds specifically geared to devel-
oping local SMEs.

In 2009, COFIDES took a 5-million dollar stake in PYMAR 
capital, drawn from FIEX resources. PYMAR’s other inves-
tors include international institutions such as the EIB’s 
Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF) and Spanish organiza-
tions such as the Fundación Empresa y Crecimiento.

The PYMAR venture capital fund is a Spanish initiative in-
tended both to contribute to economic development in Ar-
gentina and facilitate trade between companies in the two 
countries. 

PYMAR likewise aims to further local development in Ar-
gentina through foreign direct investment inflows and the 
fortification of SMEs as job creators. In addition to enhanc-
ing host company competitiveness and productivity, PYMAR 
seeks to favour R&D investment, generate foreign currency 
and list new companies on the securities market.
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Spain’s net investment outflows in 2009 shrank by nearly 
60% compared to the preceding year. The United States and 
the United Kingdom hosted the first and second largest vol-
umes of Spanish FDI, respectively accounting for 36% and 
20% of the total. Brazil, with 7% of Spanish foreign invest-
ment, ranked third and together with Ecuador and Mexico 
was one of the three main FDI targets in Latin America. The 
industries that hosted the largest shares of investment 
were financial services, energy and fossil fuel drilling.

2. Project financing

In 2009, COFIDES reached record levels of approvals and 
formalizations, which amounted to 202.81 and 139.87 
million euros, respectively.

2.1. Approvals 

A total of 29 operations were approved in 2009 for an 
overall commitment of 202.81 million euros, compared 
to a 132.16 million-euro commitment the year before.

Financial support drawn from COFIDES’ own resources 
was approved for a total of seven projects in six dif-
ferent countries, with an overall commitment of 5.78 
million euros.

Three of these projects, located in three countries, will 
be co-financed by the Fund for Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprise Foreign Investment Operations (FONPYME – 
Spanish initials for Fondo para Operaciones de Inversión 
en el Exterior de la Pequeña y Mediana Empresa), for an 
additional 3.96 million euros. Two additional FONPYME 
projects, for which COFIDES co-financing was not pro-
vided, were approved for an additional 1.32 million euros, 
bringing the total commitment drawn from FONPYME re-
sources to 5.28 million euros. 

The Fund for Foreign Investment’s (FIEX – Spanish ini-
tials for Fondo para Inversiones en el Exterior) Execu-
tive Committee, in turn, approved 21 new projects for 
191.75 million euros were approved in 15 countries. 
A further 28 project profiles, amounting to a value of 
226.81 million euros, were also approved by the FIEX 
Executive Committee in 2009. 

Both COFIDES and the FIEX participate in European 
Financing Partners (EFP), a financing scheme for ACP 
countries, in which framework another four operations 
received the green light in 2009 for implementation in 
four countries, for a total of 4.02 million euros.

Latin America continued to host the largest share of 
the investment projects supported by COFIDES, ac-
counting for 28% of the resources committed. It is 
followed by Asia (26%), North America (19%), Central 
Europe and CIS (13%), Africa (9%) and Oceania and 
others (5%). 

1. Economic environment

According to the World Bank’s report on Global Economic 
Prospects 2010, “the acute phase of the financial crisis 
has passed and a global economic recovery is underway”. 
Nonetheless, the document adds that “while the baseline 
scenario calls for global growth firming to 2.7 percent in 
2010 and 3.2 percent in 2011 after a 2.2 percent decline 
in 2009, neither a double-dip scenario where growth 
slows appreciably in 2011, or a strengthening recovery 
can be ruled out.” 

In this scenario, according to UNCTAD estimates, glo-
bal foreign direct investment flows were down 39% in 
2009 from 2008. This tendency was generally visible in 
developed as well as in transition and developing econo-
mies. In the former, FDI inflows slid by 41%, significantly 
more than the 33% decline recorded in 2008. The United 
States and Japan were the countries in this group with 
the steepest downturns, with 57% and 53%, respective-
ly. In developing and transition economies, the upward 
trend characteristic of recent fiscal periods reverted, with 
FDI falling by 35% and 39%, respectively.

In Spain, further to the information contained in the Oc-
tober 2009 Quarterly Report on the Spanish Economy 
published by the Bank of Spain, the gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) declined 4.2% year-on-year, a figure that con-
trasts with the slight (1.1%) growth observed in 2008. 
The dip in this indicator was primarily the result of a 6.9% 
year-on-year slide in domestic demand. Net foreign de-
mand, in turn, contributed 3.1 upward percentage points 
to GDP. 
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By volume of commitment, Brazil (20%), USA (18%), India 
(16%), Russia (12%), China (9%) and Mexico (7%) were the 
primary targets for COFIDES approvals, while by number 
of projects China, with five, ranked first, followed by Brazil, 
USA and India with three each, and Mexico with 2. 

Investment was spread over a wide range of indus-
tries. The automobile business headed the list with five 
COFIDES-supported projects. The energy, chemicals and 
pharmaceuticals, and agri-food industries accounted 
for four projects each, and financial services and capital 
goods each hosted three. Lastly, projects were also ap-
proved in 2009 in the metal works, transport infrastruc-
ture, water supply, iron and steel making and hostelry 
industries. 

The main targets were energy (with 35% of the volume 
committed), automobiles (20%), transport infrastruc-
ture (12%), capital goods (12%), chemicals and pharma-
ceuticals (8%) and finance (7%). 

Finally, these projects had an exponential effect on host 
country economies: the projects supported in 2009 en-
tailed a 2,438 million-euro total investment and gener-
ated approximately 4,600 direct jobs. In addition, such 
projects will contribute to host country development and 
strengthen both their economies and local potential.

2.2. Formalizations

A total of 17 operations were formalized in 2009 for an 
overall commitment of 139.87 million euros, compared 
to the 114.01 million-euro commitment for the 31 opera-
tions formalized in 2008.

Five of these operations, for 4.43 million euros, drew from 
COFIDES own resources. Three operations were formal-
ized with FONPYME resources, including a 2.18 million-
euro commitment for one operation co-financed by 
COFIDES, plus a commitment of 1.27 million euros for two 
operations funded exclusively by FONPYME. The 13 op-
erations formalized with FIEX assets amounted to a total 
of 132.01 million euros.

In 2009, four operations were formalized under the Europe-
an Financing Partners (EFP) scheme for a sum of 2.07 mil-
lion euros, drawn from both COFIDES and FIEX resources. 
In addition, the EFPIII Master Investment Agreement was 
formalized in the target year. By virtue of this agreement, 
which initiated the third phase of cooperation among the 
institutions participating in the scheme, COFIDES commit-
ted FIEX resources for a sum of 20 million euros to finance 
further operations under the EFP.

Asia, with 30% of the resources committed, was the main 
geographic target for COFIDES-funded projects formal-
ized in 2009. It was followed by North America (22%), CIS 
(18%), Latin America (14%), Africa (8%) and Oceania & 
others (8%). 

By volume of commitment, USA (22%), India (18%), Rus-
sia (18%), China (10%) and Mexico (9%) headed the list 
of host countries for COFIDES financing, while by number 
of projects, China and the United States were first, with 
two projects each. 

The industry breakdown of operations formalized by 
COFIDES in 2009 shows that the automobile business, 
with 26% of the total resources committed, was the 
primary target. Energy (23%), transport infrastructure 
(18%), chemicals and pharmaceuticals (12%), finance 
(12%) and capital goods (9%) followed. Projects were 
also formalized in the agri-food and hostelry industries, 
among others. By number of operations, the chemicals 
and pharmaceuticals industry, with four operations, and 
finance with three, topped the list. 

Ninety six per cent of the funds invested in the opera-
tions formalized in 2009 adopted the form of equity or 
quasi equity, in line with COFIDES’s mission to offer sup-
port through financial products that supplement stand-
ard market instruments.
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2.3. Outlays

The total outlays for operations managed by COFIDES in 
2009 came to 79.24 million euros.

Part of that sum, 7.34 million euros, was drawn from 
COFIDES’s own resources, while 0.58 million was provided 
by FONPYME and the remaining 71.32 million euros by 
FIEX.

The figures on projects approved, operations formal-
ized and outlays in 2009 are compared to the numbers 
for the two preceding years in the table below:

In million euros 2007 2008 2009
Outlays 91.10 99.32 79.24
Formalizations 125.05 114.01 139.87
Approvals 148.31 132.16 202.81
Live portfolio 329.75 390.35 452.51
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2.4. Portfolio

The investment portfolio managed by COFIDES contains 
all the financial commitments formalized by COFIDES, 
FIEX and FONPYME, including sums committed but not 
yet laid out, net of repayments. Further to this criterion, 
on 31 December 2009 the investments managed by 
the company were worth 540.14 million euros, spread 
across 127 projects in 40 countries.

The live portfolio, in turn, which reflects the balance of the 
amounts actually laid out net of the sums reimbursed for 
formalized operations, amounted to 452.51 million euros 
on 31 December 2009, up by 16% on 2008.
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Development Finance Institutions (COFIDES’s coun-
terparts) to finance investments in ACP countries, had 
a total commitment of 322.33 million euros spread 
across 27 projects located in 13 countries. COFIDES’s 
and FIEX’s year-end 2009 participation translated into 
a commitment of 15.68 million euros for 19 projects lo-
cated in 11 countries, all of which are located in Sub-
Saharan Africa.

4. Commercial action

4.1. Commercial activity

The 2009 Commercial Action Plan was designed around 
two essential objectives: company adaptation to the 
economic and financial crisis, on the one hand, and 
on the other, the determination to continue to deploy 
mechanisms and procedures, consolidated in the past 
few years, to identify Spanish companies’ investment 
initiatives possibly eligible for COFIDES and/or FIEX and 
FONPYME fund financing while they are still in the plan-
ning stage.

The company’s commercial strategy in 2009 was char-
acterised by adaptation and flexibility, together with 
action geared to SMEs. In the first half of the year, both 
COFIDES’s operating criteria and the Funds’ operational 
guidelines were modified to meet new needs stemming 
from the present economic and financial circumstances. 
The most prominent measures adopted included, for 
FONPYME, the increase in the ceiling for financing equity 
capital and joint venture loan operations, and for FIEX, 
the broadening of the geographic scope to include EU-
15 countries.

The specific commercial action plan geared to SMEs 
implemented in the second half of the year comprised 
a series of measures designed to mitigate the added fi-
nancial strictures faced by this type of companies. In 
the target year, over 400 Spanish SMEs were notified 
of these measures and 30 were visited under COFIDES’s 
commercial calls scheme.

In addition, cooperation with regional institutions was 
reinforced via the conclusion of partnering agreements 
with the Institut Català de Finances and the Sociedad 
de Desarrollo de Navarra (SODENA). In this same vein, 
a partnering agreement was concluded internationally 
with the Official Spanish Chamber of Commerce and In-
dustry of the Dominican Republic and a framework part-
nering agreement with the Federation of Official Spanish 
Chambers of Commerce in America (FECECA).

In 2009, in addition to other initiatives, COFIDES undertook 
the creation of a facility for investments in India for a total 
value of 80 million euros and renewed the sums available 
in its other country facilities (Sub-Saharan Africa, Morocco, 
Brazil, China, enlargement countries, Mexico), while extend-
ing the maturity dates to 2011.

3. COFIDES’ operating capacity

By year-end 2009, COFIDES’ overall operating capacity 
had climbed to nearly 930 million euros.

3.1. FIEX and FONPYME

After adoption of the National Budget for 2009, the cumu-
lative allocations to the FIEX and FONPYME funds amount-
ed to 767.19 million euros. Of this sum, 722.11 million eu-
ros were allotted to FIEX and the remaining 45.08 million 
to FONPYME.

Under COFIDES management, FIEX continued to be a vehi-
cle highly esteemed by Spanish companies in the process of 
internationalization, and continued to commit significant 
sums in 2009. Throughout the year, the Fund committed 
resources for projects in Argentina, Australia, China, In-
dia, Kenya, Mexico, Mozambique, Russia, Senegal, USA and 
Zambia. By year-end 2009, 76 operations totalling 690.89 
million euros had been drawn from the Fund; 62 of these 
projects were still in its portfolio on that date.

The volume of FONPYME resources committed in 2009, in 
turn, came to 5.28 million euros. In addition, three opera-
tions were formalized during the year for a total of 3.44 
million euros, to be drawn from this fund. By year-end 
2009, 37 operations totalling 20.59 million euros had 
been drawn from the Fund; 24 of these projects were still 
in its portfolio on that date.

3.2. ICO lines

The Agreement on Financing the Internationalization of 
Spanish Enterprise, signed by the Official Credit Institute 
(ICO) and COFIDES on 5 February 2008, was not renewed 
in 2009. 

An addendum to the ICO-COFIDES agreement on the mul-
ti-currency line for up to 6 million euros was concluded on 1 
June 2009. The deadline for drawing on this line is 31 May 
2010.

3.3. Multilateral and bilateral resources

Four of the operations in COFIDES’s portfolio at year-end 
2009 were financed with resources drawn from the Mul-
tilateral Investment Fund (FOMIN, Fondo Multilateral de 
Inversiones) line for small company investments in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. 

Under the Master Investment Agreement formalized 
in Cologne, Germany in May 2009, European Financing 
Partners (EFP) has an additional 230 million euros with 
which to conduct its business. By virtue of this agree-
ment, COFIDES undertook to contribute 20 million 
euros, drawn from FIEX. On 31 December 2009 this 
financing scheme, designed by the European Invest-
ment Bank (EIB) in conjunction with bilateral European 
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4.2. Promotional activities

In 2009 the company participated actively in events 
directly related to the furtherance of investment in dif-
ferent areas and industries. In this regard, company rep-
resentatives both in Spain and abroad attended invest-
ment and business cooperation forums organized by 
the Foreign Trade Institute (ICEX) as well as a number of 
other institutions in Florida, USA; Casablanca, Morocco; 
Chicago, USA; Bogota, Colombia; Nairobi, Kenya; Auck-
land, New Zealand; Sidney, Australia; Los Angeles and 
Houston, USA; Bari, Italy; Bombay, India; São Paulo, Bra-
zil; Dominican Republic, Mexico, Chile and Peru. COFIDES 
also participated actively in fairs and congresses such as 
Exporta in Zaragoza, InterACC1Ó in Barcelona, Intergune 
in Bilbao and CISMEF in Canton, China.

Two publicity campaigns were conducted to enhance 
COFIDES’s and the Funds’ visibility as foreign project 
financiers in a climate of very tight credit. Two cam-
paigns were judged to be more effective than one to 
spread the impact of the advertising out over a longer 
period of time, thereby covering the full year. In the 
first half, the company began to sponsor foreign trade-
related sections in two media, while in October a media 
campaign was conducted in the major economic daily 
newspapers. Over 35 advertisements were published in 
the press, and more than 840,000 impressions were dis-
played on line. 

Lastly, in the area of internal communication tools, on 
the one hand the company encouraged the use of its cor-
porate website as an instrument for enhancing aware-
ness of COFIDES and its activities, and on the other it 
published and distributed two new brochures and up-
dated and re-edited 16 existing corporate leaflets. The 
website, in turn, was updated on over 60 occasions in 
2009 with the publication of 27 news items on, among 
others, operations formalized, partnering agreements 
concluded and participation in public events by company 
representatives.

5. Branch offices

The branch offices in Catalonia, Morocco and Mexico 
conduct commercial, advisory and institutional activi-
ties, while also providing support for project analysis 
and tracking. In this regard, in addition to their intensive 
proactive commercial initiatives, which materialized as 
approximately 280 visits to potential client companies, 
the foreign branches also provided follow-up support in 
connection with the company’s portfolio.

6. Other matters

6.1. COFIDES’ rating

Standard and Poor’s, a reputed credit risk rating agency, 
awarded COFIDES the same rating in 2009 as in previous 

years, namely A+/Stable/A-1. The long-term debt rating 
(A+) retained investment grade status, while the com-
pany’s short-term debt was also ranked in the highest 
possible grade, A-1. The foreseeable stability of these 
ratings, pursuant to the methodology in effect, is a clear 
indication for clients in particular and financial mar-
kets in general that COFIDES is a solvent and financially 
sound institution.

In its 2009 report, S&P stressed COFIDES’s growing 
role as a public fund manager and reiterated the im-
provements made in its credit risk management in re-
cent years, a task of enormous relevance in a company 
that operates on the high risk markets prevailing in 
emerging economies. The establishment of independ-
ent departments in charge of in-depth analysis of each 
operation on the one hand and of individualized track-
ing of the live portfolio on the other is contributing to 
institutionalize a proactive risk control culture. Other 
strong points highlighted in the report included the 
standardization of financial analysis procedures with 
the use of analytical tools, particularly project and 
operation ratings, and the improvements introduced 
through the implementation of new information tech-
nologies. 

S&P also referred to the low liquidity and market risks to 
which the company is subject, along with the guarantees 
stemming from its status as a company controlled by the 
Spanish State. The fact that the country’s sovereign rating 
(AA+/Stable/A-1+) is among the highest in the European 
Union further reinforces COFIDES’s financial solvency.

Similarly, S&P took a very positive view of the company’s 
healthy capitalization and expressed its confidence in the 
solidity of its future solvency.

In the section on strategy, S&P emphasized the broaden-
ing of COFIDES’s corporate purpose to include projects of 
Spanish interest and the changes, to this same end, in the 
regulation of the State-owned funds it manages. S&P iden-
tified these developments as both a growth opportunity 
and a challenge. 

6.2. Project tracking

In 2009, the area in charge of project tracking intensified 
its proactive risk management activities in the funds under 
COFIDES management.

This involved reviewing 95% of the total risk under man-
agement, i.e., an aggregate FIEX/FONPYME/COFIDES port-
folio worth around 385 million euros and covering 120 
projects at year-end 2008, and updating the risk rating as-
sociated with each operation. 

In light of the complex economic circumstances prevailing 
during the year, special emphasis was placed on equity op-
erations and projects subject to special tracking. As a result, 
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work management and representation, thereby contrib-
uting to the promotion and dissemination of the Ten 
Principles of the UN Global Compact for their inclusion 
in both the strategy and everyday operation of Spanish 
companies.

6.4. Exchange rate risk hedging policy

In 2009 COFIDES used derivative instruments to hedge 
a number of operations in which FONPYME or FIEX fi-
nancing was denominated in dollars. Similarly, to adapt 
to companies’ internationalization needs, COFIDES also 
included financing in local currencies in its offering, 
wherever they could be hedged on the market. For these 
operations, COFIDES is working on mechanisms to hedge 
exchange rate risk with derivatives or through dealings 
with TCX. 

6.5. Fund holdings

Capitalizing on the flexibility deriving from the entry into 
force of its new mandate, COFIDES focused part of its ef-
forts on financial sector actions, acquiring holdings in in-
vestment funds whose objectives are consistent with the 
company’s corporate purpose. Further to this approach, 
in 2009 two operations were formalized in which hold-
ings were taken in two investment funds in Latin Amer-
ica, for an aggregate commitment of 6.95 million euros, 
drawing from FIEX resources. 

6.6. European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI)

In 2009, the presidency of the EDFI group, which 
COFIDES held in 2008, stressed the options for co-fi-
nancing projects with the company’s European coun-
terparts. Also in 2009, a partnering agreement was 
concluded with SOFID, the Portuguese bilateral develop-
ment finance institution.

In May 2009 the EDFI members signed a declaration on 
Principles on Responsible Financing, applicable to all 
members in co-funded projects. This declaration en-
hances policy harmonization in the international devel-
opment finance community. The Principles essentially 
provide that respect for human rights and environmental 
sustainability are prerequisites to all projects financed by 
the EDFI member institutions.

Lastly, COFIDES participated in the following EDFI work-
ing groups throughout 2009: Communication Strategy, 
Development Impact, Interact Working Lawyers, Environ-
mental and Social Standards. 

6.7. Corporate Responsibility: State of the Art and Impli-
cations for Enterprise

In November 2009, in conjunction with the Directorate 
General of Trade and Investment, COFIDES organized a 
conference titled “Corporate Responsibility: State of the 

26 portfolio operations experiencing difficulties were re-
structured, refinanced or authorized to benefit from other 
flexibility measures. 

In addition, as part of standard tracking, 60 reports were 
drafted to justify layouts, and the time taken to write them 
was shortened significantly. 

The Tracking Area also reinforced its staff during the year 
with the hire of personnel specializing in legal affairs and 
analysis to be able to address all the aspects of the port-
folios to be borne in mind when implementing approved 
tracking measures.

Finally, in 2009 the area’s internal control and communica-
tion tools in connection with tracking levels were improved, 
the value adjustment policy was modified and a system was 
implemented for appraising swaps and managing and ap-
praising the swaps portfolio.

6.3. Quality and corporate reputation

In 2009 COFIDES undertook several lines of action in 
connection with corporate social responsibility, address-
ing: service quality; evaluation of the environmental and 
social risk involved in operations; measurement of the 
impact of these operations; and public release of infor-
mation on the action taken to comply with the Ten Prin-
ciples of the UN Global Compact.

In November 2009, to reinforce its public commitment to 
the quality of its products and services and the pursuit 
of total customer satisfaction, COFIDES successfully re-
newed the certificate that attests to the conformity of its 
Quality Management System to ISO 9001:2000.

Since 2005 COFIDES has held meetings from time to 
time with EDFI members to harmonize the group’s so-
cial and environmental policies. In this context, in May 
2009 COFIDES and its European counterparts signed a 
declaration on Principles on Responsible Financing. By 
affixing its signature to this declaration, the company re-
asserted its respect for human rights and environmental 
sustainability. Project eligibility for EDFI member finan-
cing is contingent upon complying with these two pre-
requisites.

Another line of action was the revision and improvement 
of the Operation Impact Rating (Spanish initials: RIO) by 
an ad hoc working party for this purpose. This tool, first 
implemented in fiscal year 2006, is designed to evaluate 
each operation’s external impact in the host country, and 
internal impact on the COFIDES mandate.

In the latter connection, as a signatory of the Global Com-
pact since 2005, COFIDES submitted its third Progress 
Report to the United Nations in 2009. Moreover, in its 
capacity as member of the Executive Committee of the 
Spanish Global Compact Network, it participates in net-
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Art and Implications for Enterprise”. The conference was 
held at the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade, with 
Joaquín Garralda and Cristina Barreno as guest speakers. 

Professor Joaquín Garralda, present Dean of Academic 
Governance at the Instituto de Empresa and member of 
the State Board for CSR, is a strategy specialist who has 
spent over two decades studying the internal corporate 
culture and strategic analysis. His speech dealt with the 
nature of corporate social responsibility as a new para-
digm to respond to society’s expectations and enable 
Spanish companies to attain sustainable levels of com-
petitiveness. He also described the link between corpo-
rate culture and ethics and the latest view of corporate 
responsibility, analyzing the situation in Spain and the 
future implications for Spanish business management. 

Cristina Barreno, in turn, a specialist in corruption pre-
vention, represented the Deputy General Directorate 
for Foreign Investment, home to Spain’s National Con-
tact Point for the OECD. In her speech she described the 
OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, a code 
of conduct backed by 41 countries and implemented 
by companies on a voluntary basis. The second part of 
her talk focused on the OECD Convention on Combating 
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Busi-
ness Transactions, in which she stressed the role played 
by foreign trade offices and other bodies such as CESCE, 
an insurer, and COFIDES in the struggle against corrup-
tion. 

Aware of the importance of corporate responsibility, 
COFIDES has strengthened its strategy in this area in 
recent years. Along these lines, the company has under-
taken to further the implementation of good practice in 
the areas of good governance, social affairs and environ-
mental protection. Among other initiatives, COFIDES has 
adhered to the international finance institutions’ Corpo-
rate Governance Approach Statement as well as to the 
United Nations’ Global Compact.

7.   COFIDES financial situation on 
31/12/2009

At 3,441 thousand euros, the company’s before tax earn-
ings were down 13.7% in 2009 with respect to 2008, 
while its 6,866 thousand euros EBITDA was 37.4% high-
er than in the preceding year.

Total revenues rose by 15.6% over the year before to a 
total of 14,080 thousand euros. The management fees 
generated, primarily in connection with COFIDES’s role 
as FIEX, FONPYME and MIF manager, amounted to 12,564 
thousand euros, up 36.6% as a result of the consolida-
tion of this line of business. The revenues for projects 
and cash management, in turn, declined by 49.2%, to a 
total of 1,516 thousand euros due to the very low inter-
est rates prevailing on the capital markets.

Personnel expenses in 2009 amounted to 3,907 thou-
sand euros, up 6.3% over the preceding year, whereas 
other operating expenses declined by 5.8% to 3,306 
thousand euros. Financing costs also slid by 55.9%, to 94 
thousand euros.

As in preceding years, in 2009 the company continued its 
policy of establishing prudent, risk-based individualized 
correction of valuations depending on the specific risk 
attributed to each and every one of its operations. The 
value adjustments stemming from this policy amounted 
to 2,950 thousand euros.

The default rate for the portfolio as a whole rose in 
2009 to 5.40% on 31/12/2009 compared to 2% on 
31/12/2008.

In conclusion, despite the highly unfavourable macroeco-
nomic and financial climate prevailing in 2009, the com-
pany afforded proof of its indisputable viability.
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3Auditors’ LEttEr

Auditor’s Report on Financial Statements

To the shareholders of
Compañía Española de Financiación del Desarrollo, COFIDES, S.A.

We have audited the financial statements of COFIDES, S.A. (the Company), comprising the 
balance sheet as of 31 December 2009, the income statement, the statement of changes in 
equity, the cash flow statement and the notes to the financial statements for the year then ended. 
Preparation of these financial statements is the responsibility of the Company’s directors. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on the aforementioned financial statements taken as a 
whole based on our audit work; such work is performed in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards, which require examination by means of selective tests of the documentation 
supporting the financial statements and evaluation of their presentation, as well as of the 
accounting principles applied and the estimates made.

In addition to the figures for financial period 2009, for the intents and purposes of comparison, 
the present financial statements include, for each item on the balance sheet, income statement, 
statement of changes in equity, cash flow statement and the respective notes, the figures reported 
for the preceding fiscal year. Our opinion refers exclusively to the consolidated financial 
statements for financial year 2009. On 1 April 2009 we issued our auditors’ report on the 
consolidated financial statements for financial year 2008, in which we expressed a favourable 
opinion.

In our opinion, the attached financial statements for financial year 2009 provide, in all material 
respects, a true and fair view of the net worth and financial position of COFIDES, S.A. as of 31 
December 2009 and of the results of its operations, the changes in its equity and its cash flow 
in the year then ended. They are also found to contain the necessary and sufficient information 
for their proper interpretation and comprehension, pursuant to generally accepted accounting 
principles and standards compliant with applicable Spanish legislation, which were consistent 
with those applied in the preceding financial period.

The accompanying management report for 2009 contains the explanations deemed to be 
relevant by the Company’s directors about its situation, the evolution of its business and other 
matters, but is not an integral part of the financial statements. We have checked the accounting 
information in the management report for consistency with the data contained in the financial 
statements for 2009. Our work as auditors was confined to reviewing the management report 
within the scope defined, and did not include verification of any information other than that 
drawn from the Company’s accounting records.

KPMG Auditores S.L.
Edificio Torre Europa 
Paseo de la Castellana, 95
28046 Madrid

KPMG Auditores, S.L.

Antonio Gómez-Jareño de la Plaza 
Partner

31 March 2010 M
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Registered in the Official Registry of Auditors under 
No. S0702 and in the Institute of Chartered Accountants’ Company 
Registry under No. 10
Madrid Comp. Book, V. 11961, F. 90, Sect. 8, P. M-188007, 9th entry 
T.I.N. B-78510153

KPMG Auditores, S.L., a Spanish limited liability 
company and member firm of the KPMG network of 
independent member firms affiliated with the Swiss 
company KPMG International
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ASSETS Note  2009 2008

 NON-CURRENT  ASSETS   28,384 30,409
Intangible assets 5
 Patents, licences, trademarks and others  - -
 Software  411 575
 Advances on software  49 40
Tangible assets 6
 Other facilities  69 89
 Furnishings  48 61
 Computer hardware  98 80
Property investments 7 267 -
Long-term financial investments 
 Equity instruments  10 948 1,374
 Loans to third parties 11.2 26,408 28,113
 Other financial  assets 11.1 86 77

CURRENT ASSETS  33,583 29,817
Trade and other receivables 11.3 5,695 3,808
Short-term financial investments   
Loans to third parties 11.1 5,793 8,135
Cash and cash equivalents 12 22,040 17,813
Short-term accrual accounts  55 61

TOTAL ASSETS  61,967 60,226

Balance Sheet on 31 decemBer 2009 
(in thousanD euros)

COFIDES, S.A.
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EQUITY AND LIABILITIES Note  2009 2008

EQUITY  13 54,841 53,086
Share capital  39,396 39,396
Reserves   
 Legal reserve  1,405 1,142
 Other reserves  12,285 9,914
Profit for the year  1,755 2,634
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES  2,949 3,238
Long-term receivables 14 & 15.1 2,925 3,212
Deferred taxes 17 24 26

CURRENT LIABILITIES   4,177 3,902
Bank borrowings 14 & 15.1 1,500 1,850
Other debts 14 99 -
Trade accounts payable 14 & 15.2 825 744
Other payables 14 925 882
Short-term accrual accounts 16 828 426

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  61,967 60,226
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ONGOING OPERATIONS Note 2009 2008

Other operating revenues   
 Ordinary and ancillary management revenues 19.1 12,565 9,195
Personnel expenses 19.2 -3,907 -3,676
Other operating expenses   
 External services 19.3 -3,282 -3,495
 Taxes  -25 -62
 Loss, impairment and variation in provisions 
 for trade operations 11.3 -681 -8
Amortization and depreciation of non-current assets 5 & 6 -318 -314
Impairment losses and losses on disposal of non-current assets  - -3
Other results  -28 -13

OPERATING EARNINGS OR LOSS  4,324 1,624

Financial revenues   
 Returns on loans 11.1 1,389 2,289
 Excess cash management 12 127 700
Financial expenses 15.1.2 -95 -214
Exchange rate differences  -35 38
Impairment on and results for disposal of financial instruments  
 Impairment on equity investments 10 -426 -
 Impairment on financial instruments 11 -1,843 -492

FINANCIAL EARNINGS OR LOSS  -883 2,321

EARNINGS OR LOSS BEFORE TAXES  3,441 3,945
Tax on earnings 17 -1,686 -1,311

RESULT FOR THE YEAR FOR 
ONGOING OPERATIONS  1,755 2,634

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR  1,755 2,634

income StatementS For the yearS ending on 
31 decemBer 2009 and 2008 
(in thousanD euros)

COFIDES, S.A.
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A) STATEmENTS OF RECOGNIzED INCOmE AND EXPENSE FOR THE FISCAL PERIODS ENDING ON 
31 DECEmBER 2008 AND 2009

  2009  2008

Profit for the year 1,755 2,634

TOTAL RECOGNIzED INCOmE AND EXPENSE 1,755 2,634

B) STATEmENT OF TOTAL CHANGES IN EQUITY  FOR THE FISCAL PERIODS ENDING ON
31 DECEmBER 2008 AND 2009

	 	 Share		 Legal	 Voluntary	 Profit	for		
  capital reserve reserve the year Total

Balance on 31 December 2007 39,396 921 7,931 2,204 50,452
Transition adjustments - - - - -
ADjuSTED BALAnCE On 1 jAnuARy 2008 39,396 921 7,931 2,204 50,452
     
Total recognized income and expense - - - 2,634 2,634
Distribution of 2007 earnings - 221 1,983 -2,204 -
BALAnCE On 31 DECEmBER 2008 39,396 1,142 9,914 2,634 53,086
BALAnCE On 1 jAnuARy 2009 39,396 1,142 9,914 2,634 53,086
Total recognized income and expense - - - 1,755 1,755
Distribution of 2008 earnings - 263 2,371 -2,634 -

BALANCE ON 31 DECEmBER 2009 39,396 1,405 12,285 1,755 54,841

Statement oF changeS in equity in the yearS ending on
31 decemBer 2009 and 2008 

(in thousanD euros)

COFIDES, S.A.
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  2009 2008

A) OPERATING CASH FLOW 4,863 -130
1.	Earnings	before	taxes	 3,441	 3,945
2.	Adjustments	to	profit	 1,882	 -1,240
 a) Depreciation and amortization  (+) 318 313
 b) Impairment of investments  (+) 2,950 533
 c) Gains (losses) on disposal of non-current  assets  (+/-)  3
 d) Financial income (-) -1,516 -2,265
 e) Financial expenses  (+) 95 214
 f) Exchange rate differences  (+/-) 35 -38
3. Change in working capital -2,405 1,338
 a) Trade and other receivables -1,887 -
 b) Other current assets 8 -
 c) Creditors and other payables -124 -
 d) Other current liabilities (+/-)  1,338
 e) Other non-current assets and liabilities -402 
4.	Other	cash	flow	from	operations	 1,945	 -4,173
 a) Receipts from repayments on loans 8,269 7,316
 b) Receipts from interest on loans (+) 1,709 2,183
 c) Outlays for loans granted -7,687 -10,752
 d) Advance receipts for repayments on loans granted  1,211 153
 e) Corporation tax receipts (payments) (-/+) -1,557 -1,223
 f) Other payments (receipts) (+/-) - -1,850
B) CASH FLOWS FROm INVESTING ACTIVITIES -99 167
5. Payments on investments (-) -99 -100
 a) Intangible assets -43 -74
 b) Tangible assets -56 -26
6.	Receipts	from	divestments	(+)	 -	 267
 a) Intangible assets  
 b) Tangible assets  
 c) Other group and associated companies - 267
C) CASH FLOWS FROm FINANCING ACTIVITIES -537 -962
7.	Receipts	from	(payments	on)	equity	instruments	 0	 0
8.	Receipts	from	(payments	on)	liability	instruments	 -537	 -962
 a) Issues - 547
 b) Return and redemption -537 -1,509
NET	INCREASE	(DECREASE)	IN	CASH	AND	CASH	EQUIVALENTS	(A+B+C)	 4,227	 -925
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 17,813 18,738
Cash and cash equivalents at year end 22,040 17,813

caSh Flow StatementS For the yearS ending on 31 decemBer 2009 
and 2008 
(in thousanD euros))

COFIDES, S.A.
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to the Financial statements
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1.  nature oF company, BuSineSS activity and group 
compoSition

Compañía Española de Financiación del Desarrollo, COFIDES S.A., is a state-owned company whose 
corporate	 purpose	 is	 to	 provide	 financial	 support	 for	 private	 direct	 investment	 projects	 involving	
Spanish interest and sited in developing or emerging countries. 

In addition to deploying its own resources to meet that purpose, the company draws from various financing 
agreements concluded with public or multilateral financial institutions.

Pursuant to Act 66/1997 of 30 December, COFIDES manages the Fund for Foreign Investments (FIEX – Spanish 
acronym for Fondo para Inversiones en el Exterior) and the Fund for Small and medium-sized Enterprise 
Foreign Investment Operations (FOnPymE, Spanish acronym for Fondo para Operaciones de Inversión en 
el Exterior de la Pequeña y mediana Empresa), on its own behalf and on behalf of such funds. In addition, 
fund activities and operations are governed by Royal Decree 1226/2006 of 27 October, which supersedes 
previous legislation. Provisioned yearly from the national budget, both FIEX and FOnPymE pursue the 
internationalization of Spanish companies and the Spanish economy in general through syndicated financial 
instruments under co-financing arrangements with project sponsors.

On 24 January 2000 a ten million-dollar co-financing facility was formalized between the Multilateral 
Investment Fund (FOMIN) and COFIDES to finance investment projects undertaken by Spanish SMEs under 
joint venture arrangements in all Latin American and Caribbean countries except Cuba. While the facility has 
a maximum term of 10 years, the deadline for charging new operations to the line was reached in 2006.

The company’s registered office for business and tax purposes is located at 132 Príncipe de Vergara Street, 
12th storey, madrid, Spain.

noteS to the Financial StatementS
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2.  criteria For preSenting StatementS
	
	 2.1	 	True	and	fair	view

The financial statements were drawn from Cofides, S.A.’s accounts. The financial statements for 2009 were 
prepared pursuant to existing commercial legislation and in accordance with the standards established in 
the National Chart of Accounts to provide a true and fair view of the company’s financial situation on 31 
December 2009, as well as of the results of its operations, changes in its equity and its cash flow during the 
financial year ending on that date. 

The company’s directors expect the attached financial statements for 2009, prepared by the said 
directors, to be approved by the General meeting of Shareholders on 30 march 2010 with no amendments 
whatsoever.

	 2.2	 ComparaTive	informaTion

In addition to the figures for financial period 2009, for the intents and purposes of comparison, the present 
financial statements include, for each item on the balance sheet, income statement, statement of changes 
in equity, cash flow statement and the respective notes, the figures reported for 2008, the preceding fiscal 
year, in the financial statements approved at the General Shareholders’ Meeting held on 28 April 2009.

 2.3	 funCTional	CurrenCy	and	reporTing	CurrenCy

The company presents its financial statements in thousands of euros, its functional and reporting currency, 
rounded to the nearest thousand.

 2.4	 CriTiCal	aspeCTs	of	The	valuaTion	and	esTimaTion	of	unCerTainTies	and	
relevanT	judgemenTs	in	The	appliCaTion	of	aCCounTing	poliCies

The preparation of the financial statements and application of the company’s accounting policies called 
for significant decision-making in terms of accounting estimates, judgements, and assumptions. In this 
regard, the aspects entailing greatest discretion or complexity or in which the assumptions and estimates 
had a significant impact on the preparation of the financial statements are summarized below.

• Assumptions and relevant accounting estimates

The company has a specific Project Tracking Area to supervise and manage the risks involved in its 
commercial financial operations, one of whose tasks is to analyze the possible impairment of the quality of 
such financial assets throughout the year. The Financial Area, in turn, draws up two types of budgets: a one-
year or short-term budget, and a medium- or long-term budget covering several years. The formulation of 
these budgets was based on assumptions befitting current economic and financial market circumstances, 
as well as the company’s own situation.

• Changes in estimates

Furthermore, although the estimates made by the company’s directors were based on the best information 
available on 31 December 2009, future events may call for amendments thereto in the years to come. The 
impact of such amendments, if any, on the financial statements stemming from the adjustments to be 
made in the years to come would be recorded prospectively.
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3.  diStriBution oF earningS

The distribution of earnings for the year ending on 31 December 2008, proposed by the directors and 
approved by the General Meeting of Shareholders on 28 April 2009, was as follows:

  Euros

Basis for distribution 
 Earnings for the year  2,633,435.06
Distribution 
 Legal reserve  263,000.00
 Voluntary reserve  2,370,435.06

   2,633,435.06

The distribution of earnings proposed by the directors for the year ending on 31 December 2009, outstanding 
approval by the General Meeting of Shareholders, is as follows:

   Euros

Basis for distribution 
 Earnings for the year  1,755,259.98
Distribution 
 Legal reserve  175,869.51
 Voluntary reserve  1,579,390.47

   1,755,259.98

4.  accounting and valuation StandardS

	 4.1	 inTangible	asseTs

Intangible assets are booked at their purchase price or production cost and carried on the balance sheet at 
that value less amortization and any accumulated impairment losses, as appropriate.

 4.1.1 Patents, licences, trademarks and others

The sum shown for “Patents, licences, trademarks and others” on 31 December 2009 and 2008 reflects the 
sum booked in connection with the company name or trade name.

 4.1.2 Software

Whether purchased or developed in-house, software, including website development expenses, is posted 
against each project insofar as the costs can be clearly attributed and charged thereto in a specific time frame, 
and there are sound reasons for believing in the technical success and economic-commercial profitability of 
the project. Software maintenance expenses are booked when incurred.
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4.1.3 Service life and amortization

Intangible assets are amortized by distributing the sum subject to amortization evenly across the service life 
of the asset, pursuant to the following criteria:

	 	 Amortization	method	 Estimated	service	life	(years)

Patents, licences, trademarks and others Straight-line 10
Software Straight-line 4

For these intents and purposes, the sum subject to amortization is understood to be the acquisition cost less 
the residual value, as appropriate.

The company revises the residual value, service life and amortization method for intangible assets at the 
end of each financial year. Any amendments to the criteria initially established are posted as changes in the 
estimate.

 4.1.4 Impairment of non-current assets

The company assesses and corrects intangible assets for indications of impairment losses and reversal of such 
losses pursuant to the criteria set out in note 4.3.

 4.2	 non-CurrenT	Tangible	asseTs	

 4.2.1 Initial value

non-current tangible assets are booked at their purchase price or production cost and carried on the balance 
sheet at that value less depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses, as appropriate.

 4.2.2 Depreciation

non-current tangible assets are depreciated by distributing the sum subject to depreciation evenly across 
their service life. For these intents and purposes, the sum subject to depreciation is understood to be the 
acquisition cost less the residual value. The company determines the depreciation costs for each asset.

Non-current tangible assets are depreciated in accordance with the criteria shown below:

	 	 Depreciation	method	 Estimated	service	life	(years)

Technical facilities and machinery Straight-line 10
Other facilities, tools and furnishings Straight-line 10
Computer hardware Straight-line 4

The company revises the residual value, service life and depreciation method for tangible assets at the end 
of each reporting period. Amendments to the criteria initially established are booked as changes in the 
estimate.
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 4.2.3 Subsequent costs

Subsequent to the initial posting, only costs that entail an increase in asset capacity, productivity or service 
life are capitalized. The book value of elements replaced, in turn, must be written off. In this regard, the routine 
maintenance costs for non-current tangible assets are expensed against income when they are incurred.

 4.2.4 Impairment of asset value

The company assesses and corrects non-current tangible assets for indications of impairment losses and 
reversal of such losses pursuant to the criteria set out in note 4.3.

	 4.3	 impairmenT	of	The	value	of	non-finanCial	asseTs	subjeCT	To	
amorTizaTion	or	depreCiaTion

The company is alert to indications that might denote impairment of the value of non-financial assets subject 
to amortization or depreciation. The purpose of such monitoring is to verify whether their carrying value 
exceeds their recoverable value, understood to be the higher of their value in use, or the fair value, less costs 
of sale, that they can be expected to command.

After the impairment loss or loss reversal is posted, subsequent years’ amortization/depreciation is based on 
the new book value.

That notwithstanding, if analysis of the specific circumstances of any given asset reveals an irreversible 
loss, such loss is expensed directly against losses on non-current assets and shown as such on the income 
statement.

Impairment losses are expensed against income.

	 4.4		 properTy	invesTmenTs

under this heading, the company groups property totally or partially earmarked for generating income, ca-
pital gains or both, rather than for use in the production or supply of goods or services, or for the company’s 
administrative purposes or sale in the ordinary course of operations.

In financial period 2009, the courts awarded COFIDES a building as repayment of a loan. This property was 
listed as a property investment insofar as it is rented to third parties (see note 7).

The company posts non-monetary assets awarded in payment of loans at the lower of the book value of the 
loans plus all expenses incurred as a result of the operation, or the fair value of such non-cash assets.

Property investments are amortized using the straight-line method over a 25-year period.

	 4.5	 	leases

Leases in which the lessor essentially transfers all risks and rewards incident to legal ownership to the lessee 
are regarded to be financial leases; all others are classified as operational leases.
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 4.5.1 Lessor accounting

The company has concluded operational leases for the use of the property awarded as payment for a loan.

The revenues from operating leases are posted evenly across the term of the lease.

 4.5.2 Lessee accounting

The company has been assigned entitlement to use the building housing its offices as well as vehicles for its 
staff is under operational leases.

The rent paid for operational leases, net of incentives, is expensed evenly across the term of the lease.

	 4.6	 finanCial	insTrumenTs

 4.6.1 Classification and separation of financial instruments

When initially booked, financial instruments are classified as financial assets, financial liabilities or equity 
instruments, depending on the economic substance of the respective arrangements and in accordance 
with the definitions of financial asset, financial liability and equity instrument.

The company classifies its financial instruments into different categories for valuation purposes, depen-
ding on their characteristics and management’s intention when they are initially posted.

 4.6.2 Loans and accounts receivable

Loans and accounts receivable consist of loans for trade and non-trade operations with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not listed on a live market. These assets are initially carried at fair value, including the 
transaction costs incurred, and are subsequently valued at their amortized cost, computed using the effective 
interest rate method. 

Nonetheless, financial assets with no established interest rate, with a maturity of under one year or for which 
repayment is expected in the short term and not significantly affected by possible updating, are appraised at 
face value.

 4.6.3 Other financial assets carried at fair value

Investments in companies are initially carried at cost, which is the same as the fair value of the consideration 
including the transaction costs incurred, and subsequently valued at cost, less any accumulated impairment 
losses.

Although the company holds stakes of over 20% in some firms, as these are support investments subject to 
repurchase agreements by a specific deadline, they are not consolidated in company accounts. Consequently, 
they are neither regarded to be long-term investments nor is their management, which is not incumbent 
upon the company, integrated in its overall strategy.
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 4.6.4 Disposal of financial assets

Financial assets are retired from the books when the right to receive cash flows related thereto expire or are 
transferred and the company has effectively disposed of any risks or rewards incident to legal ownership.

The full retirement of a financial asset entails the recognition of the profit or loss resulting from the difference 
between its book value and the sum of the consideration received, net of transaction costs, including the 
assets obtained or liabilities assumed and any deferred loss or gain in the company’s recognized income and 
expense.

 4.6.5 Impairment of financial asset value

A financial asset or group of financial assets becomes impaired, generating a loss, if objective evidence of 
impairment is forthcoming. Such evidence consists of one or several events occurring after the asset is initially 
booked that have a reliably estimable impact on the future cash flows calculated for the financial asset or group of 
financial assets.

In 2009 the company adopted a new provisioning policy, based on the new Basil Capital Agreement and its 
implementation guidelines set out in Bank of Spain Circular 4/2004. Application of this new policy involves the 
institution of the following lines of action:

- maintain the individualized analysis of the loan portfolio in terms of risk quality. This policy is 
based on the in-house rating of each operation and the collateral furnished to hedge the risk, 
further to the information furnished by the manager’s Analysis and Investment  and Project 
Tracking Departments. The provision ranges from a minimum of 0.10 % to a maximumof 20 %. The 
provisioning factors applied by the company for projects in the (A: C-) rating range are presently 
more conservative than the factors established by the Bank of Spain for such levels.

- Provision the highest risks at the rates set out in Bank of Spain Circular 4/2004, which are more 
demanding for non-performing projects.

- Extend the existing rating schedule for loans to equity operations with a fixed provisioning rate.
- Adjust for foreign currency risk in the event of default. This element, which is not covered in the 

present model, impacts foreign currency assets re-financed in the same currency.
- Introduce a new risk status (presumed risk) to allow for a certain degree of flexibility in asset 

valuations in accordance with manager experience and understanding, providing the adjustment 
is suitably justified.  Under this new risk status, provisioning may be expedited, case by case, upon 
the first indications of non-performance, possible financial difficulties, lack of transparency or 
similar. 

- make adjustments in anticipation of risk rating agency trends. Include the rating trend furnished 
by a risk rating agency in certain situations for specific projects to enhance model dynamics and 
adopt stricter precautions in scenarios of greater uncertainty. 

By building these lines of action into the existing methodology, the new project provisioning policy fortifies 
its preventive function and the gradual introduction of a more rigorous, accurate and flexible recognition of 
the impairment of portfolio project value, in keeping with existing market standards.

In this regard, value in use is computed on the grounds of the company’s holdings in the current value of both 
the estimated cash flow from ordinary business and of the final disposal of the asset, or the flows expected 
from the distribution of dividends and final divestment.

In the case of equity instruments, value becomes impaired when the asset’s carrying value cannot be 
recovered due to a prolonged or significant decline in its fair value.

Impairment loss or reversal of loss is posted against income.
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	 4.7	 finanCial	liabiliTies

Financial liabilities, including trade and other accounts payable, are initially carried at fair value less, as 
appropriate, the transaction costs directly attributable to their issue. After the initial entry, the liabilities 
classified in this category are valued at cost after redemption as calculated with the effective interest rate 
method.

Nonetheless, financial assets with no established interest rate, with a short-term maturity or for which 
redemption is foreseen in the short term and not significantly affected by possible updating, are appraised 
at face value.

 4.7.1 Security deposits

Security deposits established as a result of leases are valued in accordance with the criteria described for 
financial assets. 

 4.7.2 Retirements and modifications in financial liabilities

The Company retires all or part of a financial liability when it meets the obligation inherent in the liability or 
is legally dispensed from the essential responsibility incident thereto, by virtue of a court ruling or by the 
creditor.

	 4.8	 foreign	exChange	TransaCTions,	balanCes	and	flows

Foreign exchange transactions are converted to euros at the cash exchange rate in effect on the date of the 
transaction. 

monetary and non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are converted to euros 
at the exchange rate in effect at year-end.

Non-monetary assets carried at fair value are converted to euros at the exchange rate in effect at year-end.

In the cash flow statement, flows from foreign exchange transactions are converted to euros at the cash 
exchange rate in effect on the date of the transaction. 

The positive and negative differences arising in foreign currency transaction settlements and in the conversion 
to euros of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are booked against results.

Exchange rate losses or gains on non-monetary financial assets and liabilities assessed at fair value are posted 
together with variations in such fair value. That notwithstanding, the exchange rate variation component in 
non-monetary financial assets denominated in foreign currency is booked against results when the assets 
are classified as saleable and fair value hedging is in place for such component. The rest of the variation in fair 
value is posted as described in note 4.6 (Financial instruments).
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	 4.9	 Cash	and	Cash	equivalenTs

Cash and equivalent current assets include cash and demand deposits in financial institutions. This item also 
includes other short-term, highly liquid investments that can be easily converted into cash and whose risk of 
change in value is insignificant. For these intents and purposes, this includes investments with a maturity of 
less than three months from the date of purchase. 

	 4.10	severanCe	pay

Severance payments are booked as soon as a detailed formal plan is in place and the staff affected has been 
notified of the intention to terminate the employment relationship, either because the plan is underway or 
because its chief characteristics have been announced.

	 4.11	provisions

Provisions are posted: when the company incurs an obligation, be it legal, contractual, implicit or tactical, as 
the result of a past event; when an outlay of resources from future economic earnings is likely to be needed to 
meet such obligation; and when the sum of the obligation can be reliably estimated. 

The financial effects of such provisions are expensed against income as financial expenses.

Provisions include neither the fiscal effect nor the earnings expected from the sale or abandonment of 
assets.

Provisions are reversed against results when it becomes unlikely that outflows will be required to cancel the 
obligation. 

	 4.12	Tax	on	earnings

Expenses or revenues under this item include both current and deferred taxes on earnings.

Current tax assets or liabilities are assessed as the sums expected to be paid to or refunded by tax authorities, 
further to the legislation and tax rates in effect or approved and pending publication at the end of the financial 
year.

The current or deferred tax on earnings is posted against results, unless a transaction or economic event is 
recorded in the same or another reporting period against equity or a combination of businesses.

Timing adjustments are posted in all cases, barring the exceptions laid down in the existing legislation, while 
deductible timing adjustments are recorded whenever they are likely to be offset by future positive taxable 
income.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are estimated at the tax rates that will be applicable in the years when the 
assets are expected to be refunded or the liabilities to be paid.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are carried on the balance sheet as non-current assets or liabilities, 
regardless of the expected refund or payment date.
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	 4.13	 ClassifiCaTion	of	CurrenT	and	non-CurrenT	asseTs	and	liabiliTies

The company’s assets and liabilities are divided into current and non-current on its balance sheet. For these 
intents and purposes, all assets and liabilities meeting the following criteria are current:

• Assets are classified as current when they are expected to be converted into cash within twelve 
months of closing or they constitute cash or a cash equivalent, except where they cannot be 
exchanged or used to cancel liabilities, at least within twelve months of closing.

• Liabilities are classified as current when settlement is expected within twelve months of closing 
or the company is not unconditionally entitled to postpone their cancellation beyond twelve 
months subsequent to closing.

• Financial liabilities are classified as current when they must be settled within twelve months of 
closing, even if the original term is for a period of more than twelve months, and when long-term 
refinancing or payment restructuring arrangements are in place that expire after the end of the 
financial year but before the financial statements are prepared.

	 4.14	revenues	and	expenses

Revenues and expenses resulting from increases or decreases in the company’s resources are recorded on an 
accrual basis in the target year, providing the sum thereof can be reliably determined.
Revenues for the provision of services are booked at the fair value of the consideration received or to be 
received, in proportion to the fraction of the service provided by the end of the financial year.

	 4.15	relaTed	parTy	TransaCTions

Related party transactions, other than mergers, spin-offs or non-monetary business contributions, are 
recorded at the fair value of the consideration laid out or received. The difference between that value and the 
sum covenanted is booked in accordance with the underlying economic substance.
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5.  intangiBle aSSetS

The composition of and entries in the intangible fixed asset accounts, in thousand euros, are as follows: 

  2009
	 	 Patents,	licences,		 Software	 Advances	on			
	 	 trademarks	and	others		 	 computer	software	 Total
Cost on 1 january 2009 2 1,366 40 1,408
Acquisitions - 43 49 92
Retirements - (172) - (172)
Transfers - 40 (40) -
     
Cost on 31 December 2009 2 1,277 49 1,328
     
Accumulated amortization on 1 january 2009 (2) (791) - (793)
Depreciation - (247) - (247)
Retirements  172  172
     
Accumulated amortization on 31 December 2009 (2) (866) - (868)
     
Net book value on 31 December 2009 - 411 49 460

  2008
	 	 Patents,	licences,		 Software	 Advances	on			
	 	 trademarks	and	others		 	 computer	software	 Total
Cost on 1 january 2008 2 1,324 8 1,334
Acquisitions - 15 59 74
Transfers - 27 (27) -
     
Cost on 31 December 2008 2 1,366 40 1,408
     
Accumulated amortization on 1 january 2008 (2) (549) - (551)
Amortization - (242) - (242)
     
Accumulated amortization on 31 December 2008 (2) (791) - (793)
     
Net book value on 31 December 2008 - 575 40 615

5.1	 ToTally	amorTized	asseTs

The cost of totally amortized intangible assets still in use on 31 December is as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Software 324 478
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6. non-current tangiBle aSSetS

The composition of and entries in the non-current tangible asset accounts are as follows: 

  Thousand euros
    Computer 
  Other   hardware  
	 	 facilities	 Furnishings	 Information	 Total
Cost on 1 january 2009 276 241 282 799
Acquisitions - - 56 56
Retirements - - (43) (43)
    
Cost on 31 December 2009 276 241 295 812
    
Accumulated depreciation on 1 january 2009 (187) (180) (202) (569)
Depreciation (20) (13) (38) (71)
Retirements - - 43 43
    
Accumulated depreciation on 31  December 2009 (207) (193) (197) (597)
    
Net book value on 31 December 2009 69 48 98 215

  Thousand euros
    Computer 
  Other   hardware  
	 	 facilities	 Furnishings	 Information	 Total
Cost on 1 january 2008 281 242 271 794
Acquisitions 2 6 18 26
Retirements (7) (7) (7) (21)
    
Cost on 31 December 2008 276 241 282 799
    
Accumulated depreciation on 1 january 2008 (170) (173) (173) (516)
Depreciation (22) (13) (36) (71)
Retirements 5 6 7 18
    
Accumulated depreciation on 31 December 2008 (187) (180) (202) (569)
    
Net book value on 31 December 2008 89 61 80 230

6.1		 ToTally	depreCiaTed	asseTs

The cost of totally depreciated tangible assets still in use on 31 December is as follows:
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  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Other facilities 93 68
Furnishings 113 111
Computer hardware 130 132
  
   336 311

	 6.2	 CommiTmenTs

On 31 December 2009 the company had no commitments to purchase tangible assets. 

	 6.3	 insuranCe

The company has a number of insurance policies to cover the risks to its tangible assets. The cover provided 
by these policies is regarded to be sufficient.

7. property inveStmentS

The composition of and entries in the property investment accounts are as follows: 

  Thousand euros
  Land Construction Total
Cost on 1 january 2009 - - -
Acquisitions 168 99 267
Retirements - - -
   
Cost on 31 December 2009 168 99 267

On 26 October 2009, Court of First Instance No. 2 at Vic delivered a sentence awarding Cofides, S.A. 
property located at Santa Eulalia de Riuprimer, in the Spanish province of Barcelona, as the result of 
foreclosure on a mortgage. The award value of the said property, which has been leased to third parties 
until 2013, comes to 241 thousand euros.

Cofides, S.A. booked the above investment as the sum of its fair monetary asset value, plus all the expenses 
incurred as a result of the operation, considering that the asset was received as repayment on a loan.

In light of the year-end date of the operation, Cofides, S.A. booked no depreciation expenses or lease 
revenues in this regard in 2009.

8. riSk policy and management

	 8.1	 finanCial	risk	faCTors.

The company’s business is exposed to foreign currency, credit, liquidity and cash flow interest rate 
risks. Globally speaking, COFIDES risk management focuses on the uncertainty of the economic 
environment and attempts to minimize its potentially adverse effects on the company’s own financial 
profitability. 
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Risk management is incumbent upon COFIDES’s Investment and Economic-Financial management Divisions, 
which implement the policies adopted by the Board of Directors, and more specifically, the policies laid down 
in the company’s Operating Criteria, last revised in December 2009. The Investment Division identifies, 
assesses and analyzes the financial risks in new proposals for operations submitted to the company. The 
Economic-Financial Division’s Project Tracking Area manages live financial risks in financial operations 
underway, with a view to anticipating future contingencies.

 8.1.1 Credit risk

Honouring the provisions of its own Operating Criteria, the company has not incurred in any significant 
concentration of credit risk. It implements policies able to accurately evaluate its financing operations and 
ensure that all its clients have a suitable credit history. 

Corrections in valuations due to client insolvency entail a fair amount of discretion on the part of management, 
as well as a revision of individual balances based on client credit ratings, current market trends and a historical 
analysis of aggregate insolvencies. The country-specific component in corrections of individual valuations is 
based on the country’s credit rating drawn from information furnished by external agencies. In corrections 
in valuations deriving from an aggregate analysis of default history, a reduction in the size of the balance 
implies a reduction in valuation corrections, and vice-versa.

 8.1.2 Foreign currency  risk

Since the company operates internationally, some of its operations are exposed to foreign currency risk, 
specifically as regards the U.S. dollar. Foreign currency or exchange rate risk is incurred in forward trade 
transactions, booked assets and liabilities, and net investments in business abroad.

The company has a refinancing line denominated in U.S. dollars with the Official Credit Institute, one of its 
shareholders, to hedge its foreign currency risk. Under this formula, all financial asset operations with its clients 
are refinanced under a financial liability operation charged to that line.

 8.1.3 Liquidity risk

The company conducts prudent liquidity risk management, maintaining sufficient cash and marketable 
securities, guaranteeing the availability of financing for a sufficient sum under credit facility commitments, and 
retaining sufficient capacity to unwind market positions. 

9. operational leaSeS - leSSee 

The company leases the buildings where it conducts its ordinary business and vehicles for its employees from 
third parties. Specifically, it holds leases for its head and branch offices and two vehicles.

The rent paid under operating leases and booked as an expense is as follows:

  2009 2008
Buildings 649 645
Vehicles 21 21
Others 9 7

   679 673
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The minimum future payments in euros for non-cancellable operating leases are as follows: 

   2009
up to one year  759
From one to five years  272

    1,031

10. equity inStrument inveStmentS 

The fair value of equity instrument investments can be broken down as shown in the table below:

  2009
Company Country Business % Holding Thousand euros

Rocas Chile S.A. Chile marble works 7.41 46
Indelor Lens (Thailand) co., ltd. Thailand Optics  21.60 874
European Financing Partners Luxembourg Finance intermediation for
   Asian, Caribbean and Pacific 
   countries  0.00 6
CSC TRAnSmETAL S.R.L. Romania Precision sheet metal 
   working, press-forming and 
   tooling, design and  assembly 
   of metal and electronic items 2.27 22

TOTAL     948
(note 11)

  2008
Company Country Business % Holding Thousand euros

Rocas Chile S.A. Chile marble works 7.41 133
Indelor Lens (Thailand) co., ltd. Thailand Optics  21.60 1,210
European Financing Partners Luxembourg Finance intermediation for
   Asian, Caribbean and Pacific 
   countries  0.00 6
CSC TRAnSmETAL S.R.L. Romania Precision sheet metal 
   working, press-forming and 
   tooling, design and  assembly
   of metal and electronic items 2.30 25

TOTAL     1,374
(note 11)

Be it said here that all equity capital operations are subject to a minimum divestment charge, established yearly 
in the agreement with the respective shareholders. 

In financial year 2008, COFIDES sold its holding in Informa del Perú, Información Económica S.A., a company 
headquartered in Peru. The total revenue for this sale, 300 thousand euros, generated capital gains of 33 
thousand euros.
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In foreign holdings, the functional currency is the currency of the countries where the companies 
are headquartered. moreover, the net investment in holdings concurs with the book value of the 
investment.

The sums of the impairment loss adjustments and reversals recorded in such holdings are as follows:

  Balance on  Impairment Balance on 
 Holding 1 January  loss 31 December 
Rocas Chile S.A. - 87 87
Indelor Lens (Thailand) co., ltd. - 336 336
CSC TRAnSmETAL S.R.L. - 3 3
   
TOTAL  426 426

no impairment loss adjustments were made in equity instruments in 2008.

11. Financial aSSetS By category 

	 11.1	finanCial	asseTs	Classified	by	CaTegory

The company’s financial assets, classified by category and class, are as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009  2008
  Non-current Current Non-current Current

Other financial assets carried at fair value 948 - 1,374 -
    
Loans and accounts receivable    
 Variable rate loans 26,408 5,577 28,113 7,508
 Debt securities - - - 6
 Security deposits 86 - 77 -
 Short-term interest on loans - 216 - 621
  27,442 5,793 29,564 8,135
Trade and other receivables    
 Accounts receivable - 2,160 - 818
 Other receivables  - 3,535 - 2,990
   5,695  3,808

TOTAL 27,442 11,488 29,564 11,943

The total balance outstanding on long-term loans at year end amounted to 26,408 thousand euros 
(28,113 thousand euros in 2008). The interest accruing and not received at year end is booked under 
the item “Short-term interest on loans”.

The above loans bear interest at a fair market rate.

As a general rule, the loans granted by COFIDES are secured by real or personal collateral, depending on 
the case, to mitigate the risk assumed.
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In 2009 variable interest rate loans generated financial income for a sum of 1,389 thousand euros (2,289 
thousand euros in 2008).

The directors deem that the fair value accorded the financial assets is very close to their book value.

The entries in the accounts generated to correct impairment losses resulting from the credit risk involved in 
valuing financial assets at their amortized cost are analyzed in item 4.6.5.

	 11.	2	finanCial	invesTmenTs.	loans	

The following table shows the amounts and variations posted during the year under the items comprising the 
company’s long-term financial investments and their impairment on 31 December 2009:

  2009
  Non-current Current
Cost on 1 january  30,709 8,269
 Increases 7,687 -
 Decreases (1,211) (8,269)
 Transfer from long-to short-term  (7,669) 7,669
  
Cost on 31 December  29,516 7,669
  
Impairment loss on 1 january  (2,596) (761)
 Increases (2,604) (262)
 Decreases - 1,023
 Transfer from long-to short-term  2,092 (2,092)
  
Accumulated impairment loss on 31 December  (3,108) (2,092)
  
Net book value on 31 December  26,408 5,577

The following table shows the amounts and variations posted during the previous year under the items 
comprising the company’s long-term financial investments and their impairment on 31 December 2008:

  2008
  Non-current Current
Cost on 1 january  29,143 7,316
 Increases 9,899 -
 Decreases (64) (7,316)
 Transfer from long-to short-term  (8,269) 8,269
  
Cost on 31 December  30,709 8,269
  
Impairment loss on 1 january  (2,298) (534)
 Increases (918) (131)
 Decreases 12 512
 Transfer from long-to short-term  608 (608)
  
Accumulated amortization on 31 December  (2,596) (761)
  

Net book value on 31 December  28,113 7,508
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11.3	Trade	reCeivables

The trade receivables can be itemized as follows:  

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Business receivables 3,428 1,405
Other receivables 3,535 2,990
  6,963 4,395
  
Accumulated impairment loss on customer loans (1,268) (587)
  
   5,695 3,808

“Business receivables” covers primarily the sums maturing on business transactions and any non-performing 
debts, as well as outstanding accrued interest.
  
The item “Other receivables” primarily comprises outstanding fund management fees.

The entries in the adjustment accounts reflecting impairment losses generated by financial asset credit risk 
are summarized below.

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Balance on 1 january (587) (579)
 Provisions (804) (10)
 Reversals 123 2

Balance on 31 December (1,268) (587)

The above loans bear interest at a fair market rate.

As a general rule, the loans granted by COFIDES are secured by real or personal collateral, depending on the 
case to mitigate the risk assumed.
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11.4	sums	denominaTed	in	foreign	CurrenCy

The breakdown of the total sums denominated in foreign currency (U.S. dollars) is as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Long-term financial investments  
 Loans 2,608 3,331
	 Total	non-current	financial	assets	 2,608	 3,331
  
Short-term trade and other receivables  
 Loans 243 216
  
Short-term financial investments  
 Loans 1,170 1,382
 Interest on loans 16 45
  1,186 1,427
  
Cash and cash equivalents  
 Cash 126 275
  
	 Total	current	financial	assets	 1,555	 1,918
  
	 	Total	financial	assets	 4,163	 5,249

12. caSh and caSh equivalentS 

The sum under the caption “Cash and cash equivalents” on 31 December can be broken down as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Cash and demand accounts 1,917 2,314
Short-term deposits in financial institutions 20,123 15,499
  
   22,040 17,813

Deposits in financial institutions constitute short-term, highly liquid investments, which in 2009 generated 
financial income for a sum of 127 thousand euros (700 thousand euros in 2008).
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13. ShareholderS’ equity

The composition of and entries in shareholders’ equity are given in the statement on changes in equity.  

 13.1	share	CapiTal

The company’s share capital on 31 December 2009 and 2008 consisted of 6,555 registered, subscribed and 
paid-up shares with a face value of 6,010.12 euros each. All shares have the same political and economic 
rights and are freely transferable.

The companies having a direct or indirect holding in the company’s share capital are listed in the table 
below:

Shareholder % Holding Value
Instituto Español de Comercio Exterior 28.15 11,089
Instituto de Crédito Oficial 25.25 9,947
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A. 21.81 8,594
Santander Central Hispano, S.A. 13.73 5,409
Empresa nacional de Innovación, S.A. 7.63 3,005
Banco de Sabadell, S.A. 3.43 1,352
 
TOTAL 100.00 39,396

	 13.2	legal	reserve

Pursuant to Article 214 of the Spanish Companies Act, 10% of companies’ yearly profit must be earmarked 
for the legal reserve until the funds provisioned amount to at least 20% of the share capital. 

Such funds may not be distributed and if used to offset losses, in the event that other reserves are 
insufficient to cover this item, they must be replenished with future profits.

On 31 December 2009 and 2008, the company had not funded this reserve to the minimum ceiling 
established by law.

	 13.3	volunTary	reserves

Voluntary reserves may be drawn freely.
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14. Financial aSSetS By category

 14.1	ClassifiCaTion	

The company’s financial liabilities, classified by categories and classes, are listed below: 

  Thousand euros
  2009  2008
  Non-current Current Non-current Current
Debits and payables    
 Payable to financial institutions (Note 15) 2,925 1,500 3,212 1,850
 Other debts - 99 - -
    
Trade and other payables    
 Trade payables (note 15) - 825 - 744
 Personnel  - 412 - 363
 Tax payables (note 17) - 513 - 519

Total	financial	liabilities	 2,925	 3,349	 3,212	 3,476

15. deBtS and trade payaBleS

 15.1	payable	To	finanCial	insTiTuTions	

The breakdown of accounts payable to financial institutions on 31 December is given below.

  Thousand euros
  2009  2008
  Non-current Current Non-current Current
ECIP Programme - 104 - 104
EIB line - - 217 57
ICO line 2,925 1,390 2,995 1,635
Accrued interest payables - 6 - 54

TOTAL 2,925 1,500 3,212 1,850

By virtue of the agreement concluded by the company and the European union in the framework of the 
ECIP programme, COFIDES was given access to a line of credit to finance productive investment projects 
undertaken by Spanish companies under joint venture arrangements in eligible countries. moneys could be 
drawn under the above programme until 31 December 1999.

On 7 December 2000, a credit line was formalized between the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the 
European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI), COFIDES among them. The total available under the 
facility amounted to 70 million euros. This line was closed for further operations on 2 December 2004.

On 5 February 2008 the Official Credit Institute (ICO) and COFIDES concluded their Agreement on Financing 
the Internationalization of Spanish Enterprise, which enabled COFIDES to apply ICO resources to projects 
supported by the company. This line was closed for further operations on 31 December 2008. 
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An addendum to the ICO-COFIDES agreement on a multi-currency line for up to 6 million euros was 
concluded on 1 june 2009. The deadline for drawing on this line is 31 may 2010.

On 14 may 2004, the Framework Agreement for Investment in European Financing Partners, S.A. 
(EFP) was formalized by the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Development Finance 
Institutions (EDFI). The addendum to that Framework Agreement concluded on 12 july 2007 established 
an investment capacity for European Financing Partners, S.A. (EFP) of 140 million euros. The deadline for 
financial operations under the Framework Agreement was May 2009.

The company uses the financing obtained from the aforementioned facilities to grant loans to eligible 
investment projects. 

 15.1.1 Sums denominated in foreign currency

The itemized list of financial liabilities denominated in foreign currency (U.S. dollars) is as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Long term payables to financial institutions 2,445 2,399
 Total non-current financial liabilities 2,445 2,399
Short-term payables to financial institutions 1,160 1,315
 Total current financial liabilities 1,160 1,315
  
	 Total	financial	liabilities	 3,605	 3,714

 15.1.2 Net losses and gains on debts with financial institutions

In 2009 the company expensed 95 thousand euros as the financial cost of the financing lines used (214 thousand 
in 2008).

	 15.2	Trade	payables	

The 825 thousand-euro balance in “Trade payables” on 31 December 2009 (744 thousand euros in 2008) 
covered current liabilities for both services rendered and settlements outstanding on European union ECIP 
and EIB programme operations.

 15.3	 ClassifiCaTion	by	maTuriTy	daTe	

The schedule of financial liabilities (in thousand euros) by maturity date is as follows:

  2009
	 	 	 	 	 Subsequent	
 2010 2011 2012 2013 years
Payables      
 Bank borrowings 1,500 785 703 507 930
 Other debts 99 - - - -
 Sundry payables  825 - - - -
 Personnel  412 - - - -
 Tax payables (note 17) 513 - - - -
     
Total	financial	liabilities	 3,349	 785	 703	 507	 930
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  2008
 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Payables     
 Bank borrowings 1,850 1,501 788 584 339
 Sundry payables 744 - - - -
 Personnel  363 - - - -
 Tax payables  519 - - - -

Total	financial	liabilities	 3,476	 3,476	 785	 703	 507

16. accrual accountS

 16.1	fisCal	period	2009	

The item “Short-term accrual accounts” under current liabilities showed a balance on 31 December of 757 
thousand euros, which includes an adjustment entry for consultant fees charged to the Fund for Foreign 
Investment accruing during the year, in accordance with Provision Two of the Order issued by H.E. the minister 
of the Economy and Finance on 28 july 1999(1) . This heading also includes 71 thousand euros in income to be 
distributed across several years, for customer commissions received.

 16.2	fisCal	period	2008	

The item “Short-term accrual accounts” under current liabilities showed a balance on 31 December 2008 of 
426 thousand euros, which includes an adjustment entry for consultant fees charged to the Fund for Foreign 
Investment accruing during the year, in accordance with Provision Two of the Order issued by H.E. the minister 
of the Economy and Finance on 28 july 1999.

17. tax matterS

The tax payables in 2009 and 2008 can be broken down as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009  2008
  Non-current Current Non-current Current
Liabilities    
Deferred taxes 24 - 26   -
Current taxes - 361 - 376
Social security - 54 - 52
Withholdings - 98 - 91

  24 513 26 519
 (note 14) (note 14)

Pursuant to the legislation in force, taxes may not be regarded to be definitively settled until the returns 
submitted are audited by the tax authorities or four years have lapsed from the submission deadline. On 31 
December 2009, the company was liable to tax audits by the authorities in connection with the corporation 
tax from 1 january 2005 onward, and with all the other main taxes to which it is subject from 1 january 
2006 onward.

 (1) “...If at the end of each financial year, the expenses incurred by the Fund for Foreign Investment’s fund manager in the study and tendering 
phase specified above amount to less than seventy five (75) per cent of the sums accruing thereto for the respective analysis fees laid down in 
paragraph 1.a above, fifty (50) per cent of this difference will be held in the fund manager’s account and used to pay fees accruing in subsequent 
financial years. The fund manager may receive no further sums for this item until such surplus has been fully expended…”
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As a result of possible differences in the interpretation of the existing tax legislation, among others, such 
audits may give rise to additional liabilities.  nonetheless, the company’s directors deem that in the event, 
such liabilities would have no material effect on the financial statements.

	 17.1	Tax	on	earnings

Companies are required to file a yearly corporation tax return. Taxable earnings, determined as specified 
in the legislation, are subject to a 30 % corporation tax. Certain deductions may be applied to the resulting 
tax liability. 

The reconciliation in thousand euros between the year’s net earnings and taxable income is set out 
below.

  Increases
  2009 2008
Earnings for the year 1,755 2,634
  
Corporation tax 1,686 1,311
Before	tax	earnings	 3,441	 3,945

Permanent differences 28 13
  
Temporary differences treated as if they were permanent 2,274 571
  
Taxable	earnings	 5,743	 4,529
  
30% tax 1,723 1,359
  
Deductions for the year (37) (48)
  
Tax	on	earnings		 1,686	 1,311

The estimated corporation tax payable is as follows:

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Taxable earnings 5,743 4,529
 30% corporation tax 1,723 1,359
 Withholdings and advance payments (1,290) (925)
 Deductions (37) (48)
   
Corporation tax  396 386
Taxes paid abroad (35) -
  
Corporation	tax	payable	 361	 386

 
In 2009 the company benefited from a 0.69 thousand euros deduction for reinvestment of extraordinary 
earnings, after proceeding to the reinvestment in the same year.
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18. environmental inFormation

On 31 December 2009 and 2008, no significant assets were earmarked for environmental protection or 
improvement, nor were any relevant expenses incurred under that item during the year.

The company’s directors have identified no significant contingencies in connection with environmental 
protection or improvement and consequently deem provisions in this regard to be unnecessary.

no environment-related subsidies were received in 2009 or 2008. 

19. revenueS and expenSeS

	 19.1	ordinary	and	anCillary	managemenT	revenues

The company’s “Operating revenues” are the fees earned for managing not only the FIEX and FOnPymE 
funds, but also the programmes and funds sponsored by multilateral organizations (see note 1).

The 12,467 thousand euros (8,846 thousand in 2008) in fees recorded in financial year 2009 for managing 
the aforementioned funds are included under the item “Other operating revenues” on the attached income 
statement. 

The Company took in an additional 98 thousand euros in 2009 in fees for managing other investments (349 
thousand euros in 2008).

The itemized list of these amounts, computed on the grounds of the provisions of the Order signed by H.E. 
the minister of Economy and Finance on 28 july 1999, is given in the table below.

  Thousand euros
Item		 Basis	for	calculation	 2009	 2008
Analysis fees  1.65% of the investment proposal submitted to FIEX 2,559 2,059
Formalization fees 1% of investments drawn from FIEX and 1.5 % of sums 
  formalized under FOnPymE 1,352 1,035
Outlay fees 1% of the sums actually laid out by FOnPymE 6 57
management fees 1.25% of the value of the FIEX live investment portfolio 4,613 3,710
Performance fees 20% of the dividends and other returns actually 
  received by the funds 3,692 1,581
Settlement fees 1.5 % of the value of the investment laid out and 
  actually repaid to FIEX 245 399
Others  - 5
  
  12,467 8,846
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	 19.2	personnel	expenses	

Personnel expenses are itemized below, in thousand euros.

  2009 2008
Salaries and wages 2,953 2,732
Indemnities 8 28
Board member per diem 149 147
Social security tax 543 499
Other personnel expenses 254 270
 
  3,907 3,676

	 19.3	exTernal	serviCes

The accounts comprising the “External services” listed on the income statement are itemized below:

  Thousand euros
  2009 2008
Advertising 169 152
Leases 679 673
Repairs and upkeep 109 58
Independent professional services 1,554 1,740
Insurance premiums 2 2
Training costs 75 68
Travel expenses 301 379
Other expenses 393 424
  
  3,282 3,495

The item “Independent professional services” essentially covers the sums paid to outside consultants for the 
study and appraisal of company projects.

20. related party BalanceS and tranSactionS  

During the year ending on 31 December 2009, the company’s directors received salaries and per diem for a 
total of 149 thousand euros (147 thousand in 2008).

On 31 December 2009 the books showed no advances or loans to any of its directors or managers, nor had 
any obligations been assumed as security on their behalf. The company has undertaken no pension or life 
insurance obligations for any of its present or former directors.

The members of the COFIDES, S.A. Board of Directors attest that in both 2009 and 2008 they complied with 
the provisions of Article 127 ter., number 4 of the Companies Act (included therein by Act 26/2003 of 17 
july). Details on their shareholdings, positions or duties, on their own or third party behalf, in companies 
engaging in the same business as COFIDES are contained in Annex I hereto.
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21. inFormation on employeeS

The company’s average headcount in the last two years, broken down by category, was as follows: 

  2009 2008
management 12 12
junior managers and technicians 33 31
Support staff 9 8
 
  54 51

The distribution of company staff and directors by sex is as follows:

  2009 2008
 Women men Total Women men Total
Board members 4 10 14 4 10 14
managers 7 5 12 5 8 13
Others 26 15 41 26 15 41
 
 37 30 67 35 33 68

22. auditorS’ FeeS

KPMG Auditores S.L., the firm that audits the company’s financial statements, and all related persons and 
organizations as defined in the provisions of Act 19/1988 of 12 July on Accounts Auditing, billed the company 
for professional fees and expenses for a sum of 32 thousand euros in the reporting periods ending on 31 
December 2009 and 2008.

The aforementioned sum includes all the fees for auditing services provided in 2009 and 2008, irrespective 
of the date on which they were invoiced.

23. eventS aFter the reporting period 

No event worthy of note that would have any material effect on the financial statements was forthcoming 
between 31 December 2009 and the date on which they were prepared by the Board of Directors.



annex 
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  NO. OF HOLDING IN  
DIRECTOR COmPANY SHARES PER CENT POSITION AND DUTIES

  José Corral Vallespín Banco Santander S.A. - < 0.005% Assistant Deputy General Director – Wholesale 
    Banking and Global Business Risk Area manager

  María del Mar Rodrigo Casanova Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria      23,249 - Transactional Services Manager

  Remedios Romeo García Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria           206 - -
 Banco Santander, S.A.          126 - -
 Bankinter             1 - -

  Enrique Villarreal Rodríguez ICO Instituto de Crédito Oficial - - General Manager, Technical Area
 AXIS: Participaciones Empresariales, SGECR, S.A. - - Board member
    
  Alberto Gómez nicolau DInnERS - - Board member
 Banco Santander, S.A. - - Deputy General Director
   - 
  Javier Cruz Veira BBVA Finanzia - - Director of Equipment Financing, BBVA Finanzia

  josé Enrique Gómez Espinar Caixa Capital Pyme Innovación, S.A.  9.68% -
  (EnISA representative) Fondo Axón I F.C.R.  8% -
 mCC Desarrollo S.P.E., S.A.  1.25% -
 mCC PROmOCIÓn S.P.E., S.A.  1% -
 UNINVEST S.G.E.C.R., S.A.  3.13% Board member
 I+D unIFOnDO F.C.R.  5.4% -
 nEOTEC CR Sociedad de Fondos, SCR, S.A.  1.09% -
 Banesto – EnISA- SEPI Desarrollo, FCR  33.3% -
 Fondo GED Sur, FCR  2.04% -
 ySIOS BIOFunD I, FCR  1.4% -
 INVEREADY SEED CAPITAL, SCR, S.A.  9.96% Board member
 BCnA EmPRÉn, S.C.R., R.C., S.A.  6.68% Board member
 FERROL INICIATIVAS EMPRESARIALES, FCRRS  8.3% -

This annex should be read in conjunction with note 20 to the notes to the Financial Statements, of which it forms an integral part. 

company directorS: ShareholdingS and poSitionS in other 
companieS on 31 decemBer 2009
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 Banco Santander, S.A. - - Deputy General Director
   - 
  Javier Cruz Veira BBVA Finanzia - - Director of Equipment Financing, BBVA Finanzia

  josé Enrique Gómez Espinar Caixa Capital Pyme Innovación, S.A.  9.68% -
  (EnISA representative) Fondo Axón I F.C.R.  8% -
 mCC Desarrollo S.P.E., S.A.  1.25% -
 mCC PROmOCIÓn S.P.E., S.A.  1% -
 UNINVEST S.G.E.C.R., S.A.  3.13% Board member
 I+D unIFOnDO F.C.R.  5.4% -
 nEOTEC CR Sociedad de Fondos, SCR, S.A.  1.09% -
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